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I.

INTRODUCTION
Hydro Resources, Inc. ("HRI") respectfully submits the following in response to Eastern

••

Navajo Dine Against Uranium Mining ("ENDAUM") and Southwest Research and Information
Center ("SRIC") (hereinafter "Intervenors") February 19, 1999 written presentation regarding
environmental justice issues ("Brief'). Intervenors' environmental justice presentation is merely
one more attempt to challenge HRI's April 13, 1988 materials license application regarding
proposed in situ leach ("ISL") uranium recovery operations at Church Rock Section 8. 1 In sum,
Intervenors assert that the Final Environmental Impact Statement ("FEIS ") 2 failed to adequately
weigh and describe the environmental justice impacts of the Crownpoint Uranium Project
Although Intervenors raise arguments pertaining to areas outside of Church Rock Section 8, as discussed below,
those arguments should be dismissed outright as they are outside of the scope of this phase of the hearing process.
2

On February 29, 1997, the NRC Staff issued the FEIS for the Crownpoint Project, which includes the proposed
activities at Church Rock Section 8. NUREG-1508, Final Environmental Impact Statement to Construct and
Operate the Crownpoint Uranium Solution Mining Project, Crownpoint, New Mexico (February 29, 1997) (Hearing
Record ACN 9703200270).
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("CUP") on the surrounding communities of Church Rock and Crownpoint, New Mexico. As
demonstrated below, the FEIS is in keeping with relevant federal guidance for the analysis of
significant and adverse disproportionate impacts on poor and minority communities. Contrary to
Intervenors' assertion, the FEIS does not "ignore[] or distort[] the large body of data showing
that poverty, geographic isolation, poor health conditions, and ongoing radiological
contamination from the residue of years of uranium mining in the area, combine to make the
Church Rock community especially vulnerable to the cumulative adverse environmental impacts
of the Crownpoint Project." Moreover, Intervenors' allegations that the NRC Staff "suppressed"

•

data showing that existing radiation levels in the Church Rock area already exceed federal
standards is unfounded. Finally, the FEIS meets NEP A's public participation requirement.
Accordingly, Intervenors' request for relief should be denied.

II.

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
The National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"), 42 U.S.C. § 4321 et seq., creates a

"broad national commitment to protecting and promoting environmental quality." Louisiana
Energy Services, L.P. (Claiborne Enrichment Center), CLI-98-3, 47 NRC 77, 87 (1998) ("LES"),

•

citing, Robertson v. MethowValley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 348 (1989). NEPA is
primarily a procedural statute requiring federal agencies to develop an environmental impact
statement ("EIS") for all major actions that "significantly affect[] the quality of the human
environment." See 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C). The principal goals of the Final Environmental
Impact Statement ("FEIS") are to require agencies to take a "hard look" at environmental
consequences of a proposed action and, "by making relevant analysis openly available, to permit
the public a role in the agency decision making process." LES at 87, citing Robertson, 490 U.S.
at 349-50. The EIS should provide a sufficient discussion of the relevant issues to enable the
agency to take a "hard look" at environmental factors and make a reasoned decision. Natural
Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. Hodel, 865 F,2d 288, 294 (D.C. Cir. 1988). Importantly,
NEPA does not, however, require agencies to select the most environmentally benign option.

2
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LES at 88, citing Robertson, 490 U.S. at 350 ("If the adverse environmental effects of the
proposed action are adequately identified and evaluated, the agency is not constrained by NEPA
from deciding that other values outweigh environmental costs."). Moreover, "NEPA does not
require the agency to assess every impact or effect on the environment." Metropolitan Edison
Co. v. People Against Nuclear Energy, 460 U.S. 766, 772 (1983). A new concept pertaining to
the effects of major federal actions on certain sub-populations, however, has recently been
incorporated into the NEPA process of many agencies -- environmental justice.
Executive Order 12898 ("EO"), "Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in

•

Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations," 3 C.F.R. § 859 (1995), provides that "each
Federal agency3 shall make achieving environmental justice part of its mission by identifying
and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or
environmental effects of its programs, policies, and activities on minority populations and lowincome populations. EO 12898, 59 Fed. Reg. 7629 (Feb. 16, 1994), codified at 3 C.F.R. § 859
(1995). The President's memorandum accompanying the EO states that "each Federal agency

•

shall analyze the environmental effects, including human health, economic, and social effects, of
Federal actions, including effects on minority communities and low-income communities, when
such analysis is required by the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 ("NEPA"), 42
U.S.C. section 321 et seq." Memorandum for the Heads of All Departments and Agencies,
(accompanying EO) (Feb. 11, 1994), 30 Weekly Comp. Pres. Doc. 279 (Feb. 14, 1994). The EO
goes on to state that:

For the purposes of the EO, "Federal agency" is defined as any agency on the Working Group, and such other
agencies as are designated by the President of the United States, that conducts any Federal program or activity that
substantially affects human health or the envirorunent. Independent agencies, like NRC, are requested to comply
with the order pursuant to the EO. See EO at 6-604.

3

Each Federal agency shall conduct its programs, policies, and
activities that substantially affect the human health or the
environment, in a manner that ensures that such programs, policies
and activities do not have the effect of excluding persons
(including populations) from participation in, denying persons
(including populations) the benefits of, or subjecting persons
(including populations) to discriminate under, such programs,
policies, and activities, because of their race, Color, or national .
on gm.
EO at 2-2 (emphasis added). Finally, and most importantly, the EO states in relevant part:
This order is intended only to improve the internal management of
the executive branch and is not intended to, nor does it create any
right, benefit, or trust responsibility, substantive or procedural,
enforceable at law or equity by a party against the United States,
its agencies, its officers, or any person. This order shall not be
construed to create any right to judicial review involving the
compliance or noncompliance of the United States, it agencies, its
officers, or any other person with this order.

•

EO at 6-609; 59 Fed. Reg. at 7633. 4
As discussed above, although the EO is not generally applicable to independent
regulatory agencies, NRC indicated that it "would endeavor to carry out the measures set forth in
the Executive Order, and accompanying memorandum" in its "efforts to fulfill the requirements
of [NEPA] as an integral part ofNRC's licensing process." Letter from Ivan Selin,
Commissioner NRC to President William Jefferson Clinton (March 31, 1994); see also Letter
from Hugh L. Thompson, Jr. NRC Member Environmental Justice Working Group to Carol
Browner, Chair, Environmental Justice IA WG (March 24, 1995); U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Environmental Justice Strategy (March 1995).

4

Astonishingly, Intervenors cite this provision nowhere in their brief. HRI can only conclude that Intervenors
consciously ignored this provision as its existence has been pointed out to Intervenors on various occasions
throughout this proceeding, including most recently by the NRC Staff in their February 19, 1999 brief regarding
NHPA and NAGPRA issues.

4

In response to the EO of February 1994, and prior to the creation of any Council on
Environmental Quaility ("CEQ") guidance, 5 NRC drafted the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Environmental Justice Strategy (March 1995) ("NRC EJ Strategy"). The NRC EJ
Strategy states that "NRC is committed to giving careful consideration to the [CEQ] guidelines
on how to take environmental justice into account under NEPA. However, pending receipt of
these guidelines, NRC developed its initial environmental justice implementation strategy based
on the five principles discussed [herein]." NRC EJ Strategy at 1. Included in those principles

•

was the recognition that NRC's environmental impact statements ("EIS") are published in draft
in order to solicit public comments prior to the proposed actions being taken. Moreover, public
comment and opportunity for hearing are solicited via Federal Register notice. Id. at Attachment
2. For the purposes of implementing the EO, NRC used the following working definition of
environmental justice:

•

Environmental justice means the fair treatment and meaningful
involvement of all people, regardless of race, ethnicity, culture,
income, or educational level with respect to the development,
implementation and enforcement of environmental laws,
regulations, and policies .
See~' 64 Fed. Reg. 12117, 12123 (March 11, 1999). 6

5

As discussed in detail below, the CEQ has oversight of the Federal government's compliance with the EO and
NEPA.
6

In the FEIS for the Crownpoint project, environmental justice was defined as:
the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color,
national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation, and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. Fair treatment means that no
groups of people, including racial, ethnic, or socioeconomic groups, should bear a
disproportionate share of the negative environmental consequences resulting from
industrial, municipal, and commercial operations of the execution of Federal, State, local
and tribal programs and policies (EPA 1995).

FEIS at 3-78.

5

Further, NRC's Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards developed an interim
policy, to be revised following the issuance of the CEQ guidance, to address how environmental
justice is to be "handled in NEPA documents." Division of Waste Management, Office of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, Draft Standard Review Plan for In Situ Leach Uranium
Extraction License Applications (Oct. 1997) at Appendix B-1. Pursuant to the interim policy,
"environmental justice [will be addressed] in every [EIS] and every supplement to an .EIS that is
issued by NMSS. Except in special cases, environmental justice need not be addressed for
environmental assessments (EA's) in which a finding of no significant impact (FONSI) is

•

made." 7 Id. The NMSS policy goes on to state.:
The level of discussion on environmental justice will vary based on
the circumstances of each action. The actual determination of
impacts will not change; the evaluation and analysis will be
expanded. Environmental justice is a different manner of
characterizing the impacts; it does not identify new impacts to
analyze ....
Id. (emphasis added). The NMSS calls for an environmental justice analysis of demographic
data within a four (4) mile radius ifthe proposed facility is located outside the city limits or in a

·•

rural area. 8 Id. at B-2.
As mentioned above, fn. 5 supra, the Council on Environmental Quality ("CEQ") has
oversight of the Federal government's compliance with the EO and NEPA. 9 CEQ, in
7

Notably, HRI's project is the only ISL mining operation that has ever been the subject of an FEIS, not merely
an EA. Thus, if merely an EA had been completed resulting in a FONSI rather than a FEIS, environmental justice
concerns need not have been addressed at all pursuant to the NMSS policy.
Intervenors wrongly assert that Appendix B of the Draft Standard Review Plan calls for an analysis of
demographic data within a 50-square-mile radius of the proposed project. See Brief at I I.
9

The EO grants certain oversight functions to the Deputy Assistant to the President for Environmental Policy.
Following the merger of the White House Office on Environmental Policy and CEQ, the Chair ofCEQ assumed the
functions set out in the EO. The EPA has the lead responsibility for implementation of the EO as Chair of the
Interagency Working Group (IWG) on Environmental Justice.

6

consultation with EPA and other Federal agencies, developed guidance to assist agencies with
their NEPA procedures to ensure that environmental justice concerns are effectively addressed.
CEQ's Guidance implementing the EO states:
The Executive Order does not change the prevailing legal
thresholds and statutory interpretations under NEPA and existing
caselaw. For·example, for an EIS to be required there must be a
sufficient impact on the physical or natural environment to be
"significant" within the meaning of NEPA. Agency consideration
of impacts on low-income populations, minority populations, or
Indian tribes may lead to the identification of disproportionately
high and adverse human health or environmental effects that are
significant and otherwise would be overlooked .

•

Under NEPA, the identification of a disproportionately high and
adverse human health or environmental effect on low-income
population, minority population or Indian tribe does not preclude
the proposed agency action from going forward, nor does it
necessarily compel a conclusion that a proposed action is.
environmentally unsatisfactory. Rather, the identification of such
an effect should heighten agency attention to alternatives
(including alternative sites), mitigation strategies, monitoring
needs, and preferences expressed by the affected community or
population.

Neither the Executive Order nor this guidance prescribes any
specific format for examining environmental justice ....

Council on Environmental Quality, Environmental Justice: Guidance under the National
Environmental Policy Act (Dec. 10, 1997) at 10 ("CEQ Guidance") (emphasis added). Thus,
pursuant to CEQ's Guidance, a project may go forward even if it results in a "disproportionately
high and adverse" effect. Notably, the guidance, like the EO, "does not create any rights,
benefits, or trust obligations, either substantive or procedural, enforceable by any person, or
entity in any court against the United States, it agencies, its officers, or any other person." Id. at

7

21. Also, the guidance recognizes that there is no "standard formula" for identifying and
addressing environmental justice impacts. CEQ Guidance at 8-9.
In interpreting and applying the EO and CEQ guidance, NRC has determined that the
executive order "by its own terms, establishe[s] no new rights or remedies." Louisiana Energy
Services, L.P. (Claiborne Enrichment Center), CLI-98-5, 47 NRC 113, fn. 2 (1998); citing EO 6609; LES at 102. "Its purpose was merely to "underscore certain provision[s] of existing law
that can help ensure that all communities and persons across this nation live in a safe and

•

healthful environment." Id., citing LES at 102. Importantly, at the time the FEIS was issued,
CEQ's guidance was still in draft form (draft of April 1996) and had not been formerly
incorporated into the NMSS guidance; therefore, the FEIS took an approach "in keeping with the
NMSS guidance and the general direction of the CEQ guidance." FEIS at 3-78.

III.

ARGUMENT

A.

Intervenors' Brief Argues Issues Outside of the Scope of This Proceeding.

At the outset, it is important to note that much of Intervenors' brief and supporting
testimony address issues at the Unit 1 and Crownpoint sites, rather than at Church Rock Section
8, contrary to the Presiding Officer's September 22 Order, at 2-3. 10 Accordingly, pursuant to the
September 22 Order, argument concerning areas outside of Church Rock Section 8 should not be
considered at this time.

10

By Order dated October 23, 1998, the Commission denied Intervenors' joint petition to review the
September 22 Order, endorsing as it did so the parties' efforts first focus on issues relevant to Section 8 at the
Church Rock site. Hydro Resources Inc., CLI-98-22, 48 NRC _ , slip op. at 2.

8

B.

The FEIS Provides an Adequate Evaluation of the Project's Impacts on
Surrounding Environmental Justice Communities.
1. The FEIS Does Not Dispute that Surrounding Communities May be
Environmental Justice Communities.

Intervenors and their supporting "experts" spend much of their time arguing that the
surrounding communities are environmental justice communities. See Brief at 11-13, 15-16, and
18-20; Bullard Testimony at 16-17. Neither HRI nor the Staff dispute that the communities
surrounding the project constitute environmental justice communities. In fact, the FEIS states as
much: "by nearly any definition, the entire area of impact constitutes an 'environmental justice
population."' FEIS at 3-79; see also FEIS at 4-112 ("Because the population near the proposed
project sites is made up almost entirely of Navajo, many of them living in poverty, any
significant adverse impact resulting from the project would be an environmental justice
impact."). Based on this conclusion, the Staff acknowledges in the FEIS that:
Because the population near the proposed project sites is made up
almost entirely of Navajo, many of them living in poverty, any
significant adverse impact resulting from the project would be an
environmental justice impact.
FEIS at 4-112 (emphasis added). There are, however, no significant adverse impacts resulting
from the proposed project at Church Rock Section 8 as the potential significant impacts of the
proposed project can be mitigated, FEIS at xxi, therefore, there will be no environmental justice
impact.

See~

64 Fed. Reg. 9181, 9181 (Feb. 24, 1999) (finding no environmental justice

issues associated with proposed action to Finding of No Significant Impact Related to Release of
Parts of the Shelwell Services, Inc. Site for Unrestricted Use where there were no environmental
justice issues associated with the proposed action, because there were no significant impacts
associated with the proposed action).

9

In addition, Intervenors ignore the NMSS policy which states that "[e]nvironmental
justice is a different manner of characterizing the impacts; it does not identify new impacts to
analyze." Division of Waste Management, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards,
Draft Standard Review Plan for In Situ Leach Uranium Extraction License Applications (Oct.
1997) at Appendix B-1. Thus, to the extent Intervenors raise arguments that environmental
justice requires consideration of additional impacts, those arguments should be dismissed as
contrary to NRC policy. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, Intervenors mistake the fact that

••

the NMSS guidance only calls for an environmental justice analysis of demographic data within
a four (4) mile radius (50 sq. miles) if the proposed facility is located outside the city limits or in
a rural area. II Id. at B-2. Because the Church Rock Section 8 project is more than four milesI 2
from Church Rock and Crownpoint, where the environmental justice population resides, an
environmental justice analysis of demographic data is not required. I3
C.

The FEIS Adequately Considers the Characteristics of the Surrounding
Environmental Justice Population.

As discussed above, NMSS guidance was followed in the FEIS as the CEQ guidance had

•

yet been finalized or incorporated into the NMSS guidance. See supra at 8; FEIS at 3-78.
Ignoring this fact, Intervenors look to the principles for environmental justice analysis set forth
in the CEQ guidance in support of their claim and call for, among other things, consideration of

11

As discussed above, Intervenors wrongly assert that Appendix B of the Draft Standard Review Plan calls for an
analysis of demographic data within a 50-square-mile radius of the proposed project. See Brief at 11.
12

See FEIS at 3-55 ("The Church Rock site is located ... approximately 10 km (6 miles) north of the town of
Church Rock.") NRC Staff Response to Intervenors' Amended Presentation on Groundwater Issues at 8 (March 12,
1999) ("[T]here are no 'residents' at HRI's Church Rock Section 8 site, which is more than five miles north of the
town of Churchrock.").
13

The FEIS uses a 50 mile radius for source term input to determine the population distribution for exposure
calculations. This evaluation, using the 50 mile radius, was carried over into the FEIS environmental justice section,
see FEIS at 3 .10, because it was readily available, although not required by the NMSS guidance.

10

public health data for the affected population that identifies the "potential for multiple or
cumulative exposure to human health or environmental hazards" and "historical patterns of
exposure to environmental hazards." Brief at 19, relying on CEQ Environmental Justice
Guidance at 9. Intervenors are correct that the CEQ guidance directs agencies to "recognize the
interrelated cultural, social, occupational, historical, or economic factors that may amplify the
natural and physical environmental effects of the proposed agency action," including the
"physical sensitivity of the community or population to particular impacts." Id. Intervenors
claim that the FEIS fails to address these issues. Brief at 20; see Bullard Testimony at 34;
Benally Testimony at 16-18 (asserting FEIS fails to describe conditions or historical patterns in
any detail, or to assess the vulnerability of that population to any additional health and
environmental stressors). Intervenors, and their "experts" ignore entire sections of the FEIS.
Although not bound by the CEQ guidance at the time the FEIS was completed as the
guidance was not yet finalized and incorporated into the NMSS policy, the FEIS contains
considerable discussion of cultural, social, occupational, historical, or economic factors including
the physical sensitivity of the local community to particular impacts.
Before turning to the FEIS in greater detail, it is important to keep in mind that with
respect to impacts on the surrounding environmental justice communities:
the CUP is very different from past uranium recovery operations.
First, the project involves a much more environmentally-benign
process than conventional mining. For example, there will not be
the significant surface disturbance necessary for conventional
mining operations. Moreover, the processing activities do not
involve tailings, disposal, or related activities that have been so
problematic in the past ... Therefore, what we observe is an
activity that differs in very fundamental ways from previous
uranium operations in Navajo Country.
Albrecht Affidavit at if 12 (attached as Exhibit 1).

11

Turning now to the FEIS, contrary to Intervenors' assertion, HRJ' s responses to the NRC
Staffs additional requests for information regarding what the NRC refers to as environmental
justice issues contains detailed environmental justice analysis, including data on employment
trends, 14 projected permitting requirements, projected lease and royalty terms, cultural
cohesiveness, job creation for the project, employee pay, etc. HRJ's Response to Requests for
Additional Information Nos. 1-48 (February 20, 1996) (Hearing Record ACN 9602220389).
The FEIS provides a detailed analysis of socioeconomic information for McKinley
County, including Crownpoint and Church Rock. FEIS at 3-55 to 3-63. The FEIS details
demographics, specifically population increases(§ 3.7.1), per capita and household income
levels based on 1990 population statistics and racial characteristics and poverty levels(§ 3.7.2,
Tables 3.26 and 3.27 and 3.28), earnings and employment structure including discussion of
employment based on race and industrial sectors such as agriculture, manufacturing, tourism,
education, etc. (§ 3.7.3), housing statistics(§ 3.7.4.1), water and wastewater services for both
Crownpoint and Church Rock ("Church Rock has a water and wastewater system with adequate
capacity for expansion. The community's water-supply well is completed in a different
formation than the town of Crownpoint's and is located about 8km (5 miles) south of the Church
Rock site (NTUA 1996)")( § 3.7.4.2), police, fire, and emergency protection for the town of
Crownpoint and Church Rock (Church Rock is served by the Pinedale fire district)(§ 3.7.4.3),
educational resources in both Church Rock and Crownpoint (Church Rock has five schools with
over 1000 students)(§ 3.7.4.4), and, taxes and local finance including a discussion of the tax

14

Section 2.3 of HRI's Revised Environmental Report ("ER") contains general information on population and
employment trends for counties within an 80 km (50 miles) radius of the Crownpoint Project. The ER discusses the
effects of the Project on McKinley County's population, and concludes that the potential impacts would "be minimal
(but positive) during both the construction phase and the operations phase." HRI, Inc. Church Rock Project
Revised Environmental Report, 337 (March, 1993) (Hearing Record ACN 9304130421/9304130415).

12

collected based on the assessed value of uranium production(§ 3.7.5). Moreover, as discussed in
HRI and the Staffs briefs regarding cultural resource issues, the FEIS discusses at length
potential impacts to cultural resources as a result of the proposed project. FEIS at 3.9.1-5. As
Dr. Albrecht points out in his affidavit, HRI satisfies the CEQ guidance with respect to
mitigating potentially adverse effects to cultural resources with the following commitment:
Avoidance of all cultural resources at the sites. The agreed upon
actions include an inventory of all project areas for cultural
resources, site demarcation, and the development of specific
procedures to avoid impacting any areas of cultural significance.
An archaeological monitor is to be present to assume compliance
with this requirement during construction and reclamation
activities ... as reflected in the FEIS, numerous actions have been
taken to identify any culturally sensitive areas or concerns and a
strategy has been developed that will address these. Further, this
commitment will continue over the life of the project and through
the completion of restoration.
Albrecht Affidavit at if 14 (Exhibit 1); see also, Partial Initial Decision (Issues Related to the
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), and the Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), and Cultural Resources, 49 NRC _ , slip op. (holding project will
result in no significant impact on cultural resources).
In addition, as Intervenors point out at page 16 of their brief, the FEIS provides detailed
U.S. Indian Health Service (IHS) statistics and extensive data in section 3.10 ("Environmental
Justice"), for the population served by the Navajo Area Office. FEIS at 3-79 to 3-85. The FEIS
discusses at some length Navajo mortality rates and potential causes of the lower life expectancy
of 3.2 years of the Navajo. Id. at 3-80, 3-83 - 84. Further, the FEIS discusses the higher rates of
accidental deaths, tuberculosis, diabetes, and gastrointestinal deaths among the Navajo
popul_ation. FEIS at 3-83. It also states that the mortality rates for resulting from heart disease,
cancer, and cerebrovascular disease are lower for Navajo than for the United States generally.

13

Id. at 3-84. The FEIS also discusses at length infant mortality rates among the Navajo,
referencing the fact that there are higher infant mortality rates for the Navajo than for the U.S.
population generally. Possible causes of higher rates include lack of access to health care and
the high rates of tuberculosis and diabetes with lower rates of intervention. Id. at 3-85. The
FEIS also documents the fact that congenital anomalies are the leading cause of infant death in
the Navajo and U.S. populations alike, however, is higher for Navajo infants than U.S. infants.
Id. The FEIS considers relevant studies regarding radiation exposure and the effects on infants

•

concluding that "the researchers state that given the extensive uranium mining operations that
have gone on for decades, including radiation exposures at levels greatly exceeding what would
be allowed today (and would occur from an ISL mining operation), the lack of clear evidence for
increased risk of adverse birth outcomes should be reassuring (Shields et al. 1992)." Id. Neither
Intervenors nor their "experts" offer any evidence to the contrary.

Intervenors also assert that the FEIS does not evaluate the sensitivity of the

••

environmental justice population to cumulative impacts. As Dr. Albrecht points out, "given the
nature of the ore extraction activities, the modest impacts on local transportation networks, and
commitments to avoid impacts on cultural resources, there is no evidence that the proposed
project would contribute significantly to "cumulative impacts" in the study area. Albrecht
Affidavit at if 17 (Exhibit 1). Moreover, as referenced above, the FEIS does include such an
evaluation. The NRC Staff determined, following a comprehensive review of the project with
respect to cumulative impacts, see FEIS at 4-120-4-127 ("Cumulative Impacts"), that no
cumulative impacts resulting from the proposed project are projected, therefore, "no cumulative
environmental justice impacts are anticipated." Id. at 4-127.

14

The FEIS also includes a detailed discussion of subsistence consumption of natural
resources by the Native American population in the surrounding area with respect to
environmental justice. FEIS at 3-85 ("Subsistence activities are relevant in environmental justice
analyses because the activities could introduce exposure pathways or pathway scenarios that
potentially affect a population's exposure to - and health· consequences of- contamination.").
Finally, the FEIS provides a thorough discussion of the heightened sensitivity of the community
to potential impacts of the proposed project as a result of its previous experience with more

•

intensive natural resource extraction activities and the ongoing dispute regarding jurisdiction
over the "checkerboard lands." FEIS at 3-86- 87. The Staff when reaching its conclusions in
the FEIS was well aware that "sensitivity is increased by concern about the health effects of
uranium mining, specifically, and radiation exposure, in general. These concerns are the legacy
of a period when uranium workers were exposed to radiation levels greatly exceeding what
would be allowed today and were poorly informed of the potential health effects of radon gas
(Radiation Exposure Compensation Act)." Id. at 3-87.

•

Thus, the FEIS adequately considers the characteristics of the surrounding environmental
justice population.
D.

The FEIS Adequately Considers Impacts on the Surrounding Environmental
Justice Communities.

If a site has a potential for an environmental justice concern (even if the siting decision
was not race-based), it is necessary to determine if there is a "disproportionately high and
adverse" impact to the environmental population surrounding the site. See Albrecht Affidavit at

if 5 (Exhibit 1); NMSS Environmental Justice Guidance at B-2. According to Intervenors, while
"[t]he FEIS recognizes that some of the impacts on the communities surrounding the Crownpoint
Project are significant, although the Staff deems them addressable by mitigative measures ..

15

. [w]ith respect to other impacts, however, the FEIS erroneously underestimates them or ignores
them." Specifically, Intervenors take issue with the FEIS' treatment ofradiological air
emissions.

Intervenors argue that the FEIS's conclusion that airborne radiological emissions from.
the proposed HRI project will be negligible is not adequately supported. Intervenors merely
restate their arguments presented in their January 11, 1999 brief regarding air emissions. 15 For
the reasons stated in HRI's and the Staffs responses to Intervenors' air emission arguments,

•

there will be no significant impact due to radiological air emissions from the project. See HRI's
Response to ENDAUM and SRIC's January 11, 1999 Brief Regarding Radioactive Air
Emissions (Feb. 11, 1999); NRC Staffs Response to Intervenors' Presentation on Air Emission
Issues ("Staffs Response"). Moreover, the FEIS includes a comprehensive discussion of
radiological air emissions for the project generally, and as a result of operations at Church Rock
concluding "the estimated releases would result in very small fractions of the allowable dose
limit for the general public." FEIS at 4-3, 4-82 - 83 .

•

With respect to any environmental justice health physics impact, the FEIS concludes that
the proposed mining would have "negligible" impacts." Id. at 4-117. In fact, the FEIS
acknowledges that the project may result in a positive environmental health effect at the Church
Rock site because some areas of the site have higher concentrations of residual radioactivity as a
result of previous mining operations than would be permitted in decommissioning the site under
15

Intervenors state: "[a]s discussed in ENDAUM's and SRIC's briefregarding radiological airborne emissions
and in the Franke Report, the FEIS' conclusion that radiation doses from the Crownpoint project will be
significantly below regulatory limits (FEIS at pages 4-78, 4-79, 4-83 and 4-85) is fundamentally unreliable, because
the underlying assumptions about the source term are based on an inappropriate interpretation ofradon-222
measurements in the groundwater at the Crownpoint site. The NRC should have accounted for the significant
variability ofradon-222 measurements by perfonning an uncertainty analysis of the data, using appropriate models.
Brief at 26.
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the proposed action; therefore, these areas must be cleaned up in order to decommission the
facility. Id.
Finally, contrary to Intervenors' contention, NRC took into account the cumulative
effects of prospective HRI radiological emissions with the ongoing ambient radiation doses to
the public in the vicinity of the Church Rock mine. See FEIS at 4-117. As stated in the FEIS at
4-117, "[t]he analysis in Section 4.6.1.4 considers the cumulative effect of the long history of
uranium mining in the area and the large exposures to radon (and other radioactive elements that

•

form radon decays) that occurred primarily to miners and resulted in high incidence of cancer
among them. It concludes that the proposed project would result in a negligible increase in
existing impacts to the area due to mining and milling." Id.
With respect to effects on groundwater, in discussing environmental justice impacts of
the Crownpoint Project, the FEIS acknowledges that "[s]ignificant adverse effects to
groundwater quality would result if an excursion (either horizontal or vertical) occurs or if, after
routine mining, water quality is not restored." FEIS at 4-113. The -FEIS asserts that these

•

impacts would be addressed through use of mitigation measures, such as the relocation of the
Crownpoint wells, demonstration projects, and restoration of groundwater. Id. at 4-113. As the
CEQ guidelines not only permit but also require mitigation strategies, the mitigation strategies
proposed by HRI and accepted by NRC satisfy environmental justice concerns. Albrecht
Affidavit at iii! 13, 14 (Exhibit 1); FEIS at 4-127 ("Although the FEIS concludes that impacts to
groundwater quality and consumption would be significant, the NRC Staff requirements and
recommendations would reduce the severity and likelihood of impacts. No cumulative impacts
to groundwater or other resources are projected. Therefore, no cumulative environmental justice
impacts are anticipated.").
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E.

The Mitigation Measures Proposed in the FEIS are Adequate to Protect the
Surrounding Environmental Justice Communities.

On pages 29-31 of their brief, Intervenors argue that certain mitigation measures
discussed in the FEIS are inadequate. Specifically, Intervenors assert that the discussion of the
relocation of the Crownpoint drinking water wells "does not describe whether there are any
suitable locations for replacement wells or the impacts of losing the current wells to
contamination." Moreover, they argue that Crownpoint doubled in size between 1980 and 1993

•

but the FEIS does not discuss the future drinking water supply needs of this growing community .
Intervenors' arguments are irrelevant to this proceeding as the Crownpoint wells will not be
utilized for the Church Rock Section 8 project (the Crownpoint wells are approximately 28 miles
away from the proposed Section 8 operation); therefore, wells will not be relocated. See FEIS at
Fig. 2-6.
Intervenors' only other arguments regarding mitigation can be boiled down to a general
challenge to performance based licensing which was upheld in the Presiding Officer's
February 19, 1999 decision, 16 and a general complaint that monetary compensation to grazing
right permitees, etc., is inadequate because "monetary compensation will not replace the social
fabric tom by relocation. See Brief at 30-31; Bullard Testimony at 20-21; Benally Testimony at
Exhibit 2-J; Smith Testimony at Exhibit 6-A. With regard to the latter, Intervenors' arguments
runs contrary to the very people they claim to be representing -- the Navajo. As the attached
affidavits of Ernest Becenti (Navajo Medicine Man and Chairman of the McKinley County
Commissioners Court), Annie Julian, Ben Benaly, Janice Perry, Paul Yazzie, Alice House,

16

See Partial Initial Decision (Performance-Based Licensing Issues), 49 NRC _-,slip op. (denying various
requests that action be taken against HRI's license).
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Wilbert Ernest Johnson, Gladys Yazzie, Timmy Julian, Paul Homer, Deniece Johnson, Francis
Nez, Danny Charley, and Irma Julian show, many of the Navajo in the surrounding community
support the project and consider monetary compensation more than adequate. See Exhibits 2-15
(attached).
F.

The FEIS' Discussion of the No Action Alternative is Adequate.

On pages 31-32 of their brief, Intervenors take issue with the FEIS' discussion of the "no
action" alternative with respect to radiological impacts. Brief at 31-32. Under NEPA, the FEIS
must include a statement of the alternatives to the proposed action. LES at 97, citing 42 U.S.C. §
4332(2)(C)(iii). This generally includes a discussion of the agency alternative of taking "no
action." See 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(d). The "no action" alternative is most easily viewed as
maintaining the status quo. LES at 97; Association of Public Agency Customers v. Bonneville
Power Administration, 126 F. 2d 1158, 1188 (9th Cir. 1997). The extent of the "no action"
discussion is governed by a "rule of reason." See Citizens of Burlington, Inc. v. Busey, 938 F.2d
190, 195 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 502 U.S. 994 (1991). The discussion "need not be exhaustive
or inordinately detailed." .Farmland Preservation Association v. Goldschmidt, 611 F.2d 233, 239
(8th Cir. 1979). Overall length, therefore, is not of special significance, and such discussions
LES
see-also,
frequently are relatively short. - at 97; - - -id. (two-paragraph discussion adequate
because "there was not much to say about that alternative .... adoption of the alternative would
simply have left things as they were"); Headwaters, Inc. v. Bureau of Land Management, 914
F .2d 1174, 1181 (9th Cir. 1990) (brevity of "no-action" section may reveal only that agency
thought, "concept of no-action plan was self-evident").
Here, as in the Farmland and LES cases, "no action" would mean denial of the license to
go forward with the project and would simply leave things the way they are. See FEIS at 2-32
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("Thus, the no-action alternative for NRC is not to issue HRI a license for the construction and
operation of facilities for ISL uranium mining and processing .... "). The FEIS discusses the
benefits of the "no action" alternative with respect to radiological emissions at page 4-88: "If no
action is taken, no radiological exposures are estimated to the general public other than natural
background, medical-related exposures, and exposures from existing residual contamination."
FEIS at 4-88. It is not necessary for the "no action discussion to repeat lengthy assessments of
adverse environmental impacts contained elsewhere in the FEIS .. See LES at 98; see also, CEQ's

•

"Memorandum to Agencies: Answers to 40 Most Asked Questions on NEPA [*51]
Regulations," 46 Fed. Reg. 18,026 (Mar. 1, 1981) (Question No. 7).
Intervenors seem to take issue with the fact that the FEIS states a possible benefit to the
surrounding communities as a result of the grant of the license. Brief at 32. The FEIS states
that:

•

At the Church Rock site, areas of the site have greater
concentrations of residual radioactivity present-than would be ·
allowed in decommissioning the site. With the proposed project,
these areas would generally be cleaned up as part of the well field
decontamination. Under the no-action alternative, the residual
radioactivity would remain in these areas and would not
necessarily be remedied.
FEIS at 4-88. Intervenors ignore the fact that a discussion of possible benefits is actually
required by NEPA. SeeLES
- at 98 (The "no-action" discussion should contain a comparative
analysis, "a concise, descriptive summary" comparing the advantages and disadvantages of the
no-action alternative to the proposed action.), citing CEQ "Memorandum to Agencies," 46 Fed.
Reg. 18,026; seealso
-40 C.F.R. § 1502.14. Moreover, to the extent Intervenors attempt to argue
that the benefits are mere speculation and therefore should not be relied on in an FEIS, they
ignore the rule that "[r]easonable speculation and forecasting is [] explicit in NEPA." Fritofson
v. Alexander, 772 F.2d 1225 (5th Cir. 1985); Sierra Club v. Sigler, 695 F.2d 957, 970 (5th Cir.
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1983); Scientists' Institute for Public Information, Inc. v. Atomic Energy Comm'n, 481 F.2d
1079, 1092 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
Thus, for the foregoing reasons, the "no-action" discussion regarding radiological
emissions at issue in this case measures up as it discusses both the benefits of the project and the
benefits of the "no action" alternative, i.e., not granting the license.
G.

•

The FEIS Fails to Provide an Accurate or Complete Assessment of the Relative.
Costs and Benefits of the Proposed Crownpoint Project and Their Inequitable
Distribution.

With respect to Intervenors' arguments concerning cost-benefit analysis, Intervenors
merely restate the arguments presented in their brief entitled ENDAUM's and SRI C's Written
Presentation in Opposition to Hydro Resources, Inc.'s Application for a Materials License with
Respect to: NEPA Issues Concerning Project Purpose and Need, Cost/Benefit Analysis, Action
Alternatives, No Action Alternative, Failure to Supplement EIS and Lack of Mitigation filed on
February 19, 1999. Therefore, we do not address them here as they are the subject of a separate
response brief by HRI filed on March 25, 1999.

•

H.

HRI' s License Application Allowed for Meaningful Participation

On pages 35-39 of their brief, Intervenors assert that: (1) NRC failed to circulate for
public comment a complete and accurate discussion of environmental justice impacts, and (2) the
NRC failed to include tribal representation in the decision-making process. Intervenors are
mistaken.
First, according to Intervenors, "[t]he DEIS contained little or no discussion of
environmental justice, and thus the public has never had a real opportunity to comment on the
issue" in violation of NEPA and the CEQ Guidance. Brief at 36, relying on Bullard Testimony
at 43. Intervenors ignore the fact that NRC guidance had not yet been promulgated at the time
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the DEIS was issued. 17 Moreover, to the extent that comment~ were made on the DEIS, various
parties commented that a discussion of environmental justice was lacking. Therefore, in
response to public comment, NRC Staff addressed environmental justice in the FEIS in great
detail, including responding to various public comments and concerns thereby satisfying the
requirements of NEPA.
Second, Intervenors state in no uncertain terms that "NRC has failed to include tribal
representation in the decision-making process ...The NRC has ignored the Navajo Nation's

•

position and issued a license to HRI. This in-your-face approach violates the CEQ directive to
agencies to respect the government-to-government relationship between the U.S. and tribal
governments, and the federal government's trust responsibility to Indian tribes." Brief at 38.
Intervenors somehow ignore the fact that the Navajo Nation 18 was invited to participate as a
"cooperating agency" in the FEIS process but decided not to do so. See FEIS at 4-120; see also,
Letter from Ramon E. Hall, NRC to Navajo Nation Dept. of Justice (Dec. 18, 1992); Letter from
Ramon E. Hall, NRC to Ernest Becenti, Jr., President, Church Rock Chapter (Dec. 18, 1992);

•

Letter from Navajo Nation Dept. of Justice to Ramon E. Hall (Feb. 20, 1993). Even though the
Navajo Nation decided not to participate, the Navajo Nation and the chapters provided
information that was subsequently incorporated into NRC Staffs assessment of impacts. FEIS at

17

NRC issued the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Environmental Justice Strategy (March 1995) ("NRC EJ
Strategy"). NRC's Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards developed an interim policy, which would be
revised following the issuance of the CEQ guidance, to address how environmental justice is to be "handled in
NEPA documents." Division of Waste Management, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, Draft
Standard Review Plan for In Situ Leach Uranium Extraction License Applications (Oct. 1997) at Appendix B-1.
Finally, the CEQ' s guidance on environmental justice pursuant to the EO had not yet been issued at the time the
DEIS was circulated. Council on Environmental Quality, Environmental Justice: Guidance Under the National
Environmental Policy Act (Dec. 10, 1997).
18

Although the towns ofCrownpoint and Church Rock are located outside the boundaries of the Navajo
Reservation, they are represented by the Navajo Nation, the governing body that provides local services including
water, sewer, social services, police, etc.
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4-119. Moreover, the Navajo Nation and the Hopi Tribe participated in the scoping process and
the public meeting process and their comments were addressed with response appended to the
FEIS. Id. The Navajo Nation commented on the DEIS. See Letter from Peg Rogers, Navajo
Nation Dept. of Justice to NRC (Feb. 21, 1995) (attached as Exhibit 16). In addition, HRI
involved the Navajo Nation and members of the public throughout the project planning stages.
See Clement Affidavit (Exhibit 17), attachment 4. In addition, Intervenors ignore the fact that
the two Navajo Chapter Governments, specifically the Church Rock and Crownpoint Chapters,

•

passed resolutions indicating their support for the project. See FEIS at 4-119; Clement Affidavit
at if3B (Exhibit 17); Resolution of the Church Rock Chapter CRC-93-07/162 "Supporting
Uranium Resources, Inc., In-Situ Mining of Uranium in the Churchrock Community, and
Recommending the Same to the Navajo Nation (June 27, 1993) (attached to Clement Affidavit);
ENAJLB-04-95, "Resolution of the Eastern Navajo Agency Joint Land Board (Jan. 31, 1995)
(attached to Clement Affidavit); State of New Mexico, County of McKinley, Res. No. Feb. 95009, "Endorsing the Environmental Impact Statement to Construct and Operate the Crownpoint ·

•

Uranium Solution Mining Project" (Feb. 2, 1995) (attached to Clement Affidavit). Moreover, to
facilitate participation by members of the local native population, NRC provided translators
during the scoping and public meeting process and created a Native-language summary video of
the conclusions drawn in the FEIS. Id.
Lastly, Navajo's in the Church Rock area are not only represented by the Navajo Nation,
but also by the Bureau oflndian Affairs ("BIA"). While the Navajo Nation decided not to
participate, the BIA, as a cooperating agency, co-authored the FEIS and approved it before it was
published.
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Finally, with respect to Intervenors' argument that the use of performance based licensing
in HRI's license is another example of procedural inequity and precludes public participation on
safety and environmental issues, Intervenors fail to state why or how such use adversely affects
the environmental justice populations surrounding the proposed project. Thus, Intervenors' bald
assertion does not demand reopening NRC's NEPA review.
I.

Water Standards and Siting Were Not Racially Motivated.

Intervenors, supported by Bullard, argue that "a procedural inequity also stems from the
differential application of standards to different groups." Intervenors' Brief at 37. Specifically,
Intervenors take issue with the FEIS' use of a uranium standard of 0.44 mg/L for the Crownpoint
project while 0.044 mg/L was used for the Fernald nuclear factory in Ohio. 19 Id. Intervenors'
argument, in sum, questions whether there was racial discrimination in choosing the 0.44 mg/L
standard.
The Commission has ruled that "a search for evidence of racial motivation would likely
prove an exercise in futility." LES at 101, citing 45 NRC at-391 ("direct evidence ofracial

•

discrimination is seldom found"). As the EO itself does not create a cause of action or establish
new rights or remedies with respect to racial bias, the only existing law pertinent is NEPA. See
In re Shintech Inc., Petition on Permits Nos. 2466-VO, 2468 VO (EPA Sept. 10, 1997).
Unfortunately for Intervenors, "nothing in NEPA or in the cases interpreting it indicates that the
statute is a tool for addressing problems of racial discrimination." LES at 101. The CEQ agrees
with this interpretation as the CEQ Guidance calls for a close NEPA examination of impacts on
19

To the extent Intervenors challenge the appropriateness of the 0.44 mg/L standard, see Brief at 27-28, that
argument was already raised by Intervenors in their briefregarding groundwater issues and was responded to by
HRI and the Staff in their respective response briefs. See Hydro Resources, Inc.'s Response to Intervenor's Brief in
Opposition to Hydro Resources, Inc.'s Application for a Materials License with Respect to Groundwater Issues

Footnote continued on next page
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minority and disadvantaged communities, but neither states nor implies that if adverse impacts
are found, an investigation into possible racial bias is the appropriate next step. Id. "An agency
inquiry into a license applicant's supposed discriminatory motives or acts would be far removed
from NEPA' s core interest: 'the physical environment - the world around us, so to speak."' LES
at 102, citing Metropolitan Edison Co., 460 U.S. at 772. Thus, to the extent that Intervenors
attempt to argue that NRC Staffs decision to use 0.44 mg/Las the appropriate standard was
racially motivated, their claim should be dismissed as neither the EO nor NEPA provide them

•

with a potential remedy .
In any event, the use of the 0.044 mg/L standard is reasonable as neither EPA nor Navajo
EPA have specific standards for uranium in drinking water; therefore, the chosen standard is
completely within the law and will ensure public health and safety. Importantly, should the
Navajo EPA or EPA adopt a specific standard for uranium, HRI's License Condition 10.27
requires that HRI comply with that standard immediately.
· Finally, although Intervenors have not raised an argument to-the contrary, it is worth

•

noting that HRI's choice to proceed with project at Church Rock Section 8 site was not racially
motivated. As stated by Dr. Albrecht, "[t]he site was not chosen over other alternative sites for
reasons that have relevance to environmental justice issues." Albrecht Affidavit at 2. Rather,
Church Rock Section 8 was chosen because that is where the resource, i.e., the uranium ore
body, to be developed is located and where the company holds leases. Id. at 7.

Footnote continued from previous page
(Feb. 19, 1999); NRC Staffs Response to Intervenor's Amended Presentation in Groundwater Issues (March 12,
1999).
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CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the FEIS for the Church Rock Section 8 project is adequate as
it evaluates the environmental justice impacts of the proposed project. Accordingly, the request
for relief should be denied.
Respectfully submitted this 25th day of March, 1999.
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In the matter of
HYDRO RESOURCES, INC.
2929 Coors Road
Suite 101
Albuquerque, NM 87120

)
)

Docket No. 40-8968-ML

)
)
)

ASLBP No. 95-706-01-ML

AFFIDAVIT OF DR. STAN L. ALBRECHT

1.

My name is Dr. Stan L. Albrecht. I am of sound mind and body, and

competent to make this affidavit. The factual statements herein are true and correct, and the
opinions expressed herein are based on my best professional judgment.

2.

My professional qualifications are summarized here. I am currently a

faculty member in the Department of Health Policy and Epidemiology at the University of
Florida. I have spent almost 30 years on the faculties of three different universities teaching and
conducting research on a broad range of topics relating to the social and economic impacts that
are associated with natural resource development. I have published approximately 100 articles
and chapters, many of which deal with the effects on communities and their inhabitants of these
'

'

kinds of activities. I have also consulted for a number of federal and state agencies, as well as
private corporations on these topics. I am currently a member of the Department oflnterior's

- 1-

-

-··

MMS Scientific Committee that is charged with advising the Department on environmental
issues as they affect MMS policy. A more detailed copy of my resume is attached.

3.

I was initially asked by Mr. Jep Hill of Jep Hill Associates of Austin,

Texas to review the Final Environmental Impact Statement that had been prepared by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission on the Crownpoint Uranium Project (CUP). My review
focused quite specifically on my perceptions of the thoroughness and adequacy of the
environmental justice portions of that document. I was subsequently invited by HRI to visit the
Crownpoint, New Mexico area where I reviewed a range of project-related activities, attended
State of New Mexico Legislative Indian Affairs Committee hearings, conducted key informant
interviews, reviewed various media and public hearings files, and otherwise attempted to assess
relevant environmental justice issues as these applied to the proposed Crownpoint project. More
recently, I was asked to review and comment on the environmental justice sections of the
ENDAUM/SWRI pleading on the HRI project.

••

4.

As will be described in greater detail below, my general conclusions

regarding the proposed CUP are that the FEIS and supporting materials appropriately address
environmental justice considerations as required by Presidential Executive Order 12898, by the
NRC NMSS Policy and Procedures Letter (April, 1995), and by other relevant documents on
environmental justice. The proposed CUP is quite unlike many other projects where concerns
about environmental justice/environmental racism have been raised. The site was not chosen
over other alternative sites for reasons that have relevance to environmental justice issues.
Instead, it was chosen because that is where the resource t~ be developed is located. However,
the very presence of an economically deprived, minority population in the area requires special

I

.

I

'
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attention to environmental justice considerations. These have been addressed in the FEIS and
supporting documents; further, where potential impacts have been identified, appropriate
mitigative strategies have been described. Additionally, HRI has specified in writing that it will
include these mitigation measures in its program of activities. Additional detail on each of these
issues is provided below.

5.

•

There are two related aspects of a project like this that must be considered

when conducting an environmental justice review. The first addresses the question of whether or
not environmental justice considerations can be identified in the initial siting decision. The
second requires that even when the first is not evident, environmental justice must be considered
in greater detail if the minority or low-income population of an area exceeds 50%. When the
latter applies, special "disproportionately high a.11d adverse" and "cumulative impact" criteria
must be considered as these are outlined in the E.O. and in the NMSS Policy and Procedures
Letter (dated April. 1995).

Environmental Justice Considerations in Project Siting.
6.

To state the obvious, there is a fundamental difference between the siting

of a facility (such as a toxic or hazardous waste dump) in a particular locale when the facility
could have gone to any of a number of alternative locales, and a process that sites an activity
because it requires a certain locality-based resource (such as the extraction of a natural resource·
like uranium). In the first case, site selection may be driven by any of a number of different
factors, some of which may include environmental justice considerations. In the second case,
however, the site is determined primarily by the presence or absence of the particular resource.

-3-
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7.

..

In the case of the Crownpoint Uranium Project ("CUP"), the site selection

question has no direct relevance. HRI proposes to conduct in-situ leach uranium recovery in
McKinley County, New Mexico because that is where the ore bodies for which the company

holds leases are located. Uranium recovery and processing activities must be located where the
ore will be extracted. The site was not chosen because the region has poor or minority residents,
but because of proximity to the ore reserves.
The "Disproportionately High and f\dverse" Test .

•

8.

The second aspect is, at the same time, both straightforward and somewhat

complex. It is straightforward in that I believe the NRC's Final Environmental Impact Statement
(FEIS) effectively addresses the "high and adverse" issue. It is complex for historical reasons.
Let me briefly comment on the latter issue first.

9.

•

As the FEIS acknowledges, conventional uranium mining in Navajo

Country historically has had a number of adverse environmental and health effects for the Navajo
people.

As noted in the FEIS, two beliefs are pervasive: l) in the past, Navajo interests have

not been adequately protected; and 2) uranium developers have not been sufficiently responsible
for their actions.

l 0.

Although the health risks of subsurface uranium mining affected all

groups of miners--Native American, Hispanic, and non-Hispanic white -- there is some evidence
that the Native Americans were most severely affected because they were more likely to be
subjected to underground exposures than were other groups who more frequently held
supervisory and other positions outside the mines. Uranium mining is thus frequently cited as an

-4-
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example of environmental (in)justice because a particular ethnic and economically disadvantaged
group incurred an undue health burden. The legacy problem HRJ faces is that previous uranium
mining activities in Navajo Country resulted in the Navajo people suffering significant adverse
environmental and health-related effects. The historical response, from either the mining
companies or the federal government, often left much to be desired and has contributed to an
atmosphere of suspicion, mistrust, and anger. This sets the context, and provides the
complication, for the second test.
I-I

11.

In this context, any proposed activity involving uranium mining or

processing, even under the most favorable of conditions, will face some resistance in the Navajo
community. Thus, it is not surprising that HRJ's CUP faces attempts to raise the specter of
environmental (in)justice by groups who document these past failures of the uranium industry
and who will do whatever necessary to protect what they perceive as an embattled environment
and an embattled minority culture.

12.

However, it must be recognized that the CUP is very different from past

uranium recovery operations. First, the project involves a much more environmentally-benign
process than conventional mining. For example, there will not be the significant surface
disturbance necessary for conventional mining operations. Moreover, the processing activities
do not involve tailings, disposal, or related activities that have been so problematic in the past.
Local residents still may not fully understand that this is not like traditional underground mining
operations. Further, as I understand it, there may be as few as two trucks per week hauling ore
from Church Rock to the Crownpoint drying facility. I assume that the number of trucks hauling
ore from the Crownpoint processing plant out-of-area would also be small. Therefore, what we
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observe is an activity that differs in very fundamental ways from previous uranium operations in
Navajo Country.

13.

In my professional opinion, the project more than satisfies the criteria used

to determine whether or not a project meets the "high and disproportionate" test. To make this
determination, the appropriate review involves an application of Council on Environmental
Quality (CEQ) Guidelines. These Guidelines provide that in situations such as that addressed

•

here, three considerations are relevant: there should be heightened attention to mitigation
strategies; there should be adequate consideration of alternatives; and there should be preferences
expressed for local populations.

14.

With regard to the first CEQ consideration, HRI's efforts to mitigate

potentially adverse effects is substantial. It includes at least the following significant
commitments:
•

Avoidance of all cultural resources at the sites. The agreed upon
actions include an inventory of all project areas for cultural
resources, site demarcation, and the development of specific
procedures to avoid impacting any areas of cultural significance.
An archaeological monitor is to be present to assume compliance
with this requirement during construction and reclamation
activities. Clearly this meets both the letter and the spirit of the
various regulations designed to protect culturally sensitive areas.
Indigenous conup.unities often argue that the cultural significance
of an area is too-often overlooked or dismissed by decision-makers
because of a "lack of appreciation for or understanding of
indigenous peoples cultural connection to the area" (NEJAC letter
to Carol Browner, EPA). However, as reflected in the FEIS,
numerous actions have been taken to identify any culturally
sensitive areas or concerns and a strategy has been developed that
address these. Further, this commitment will continue over
the life of the project and through the completion of restoration;

will

-6-
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15.

•

A clear commitment to avoid other kinds of adverse impacts that
more typically affect the resources and infrastructure of small
communities that are faced with energy development activities.
These impacts are largely avoided here because of the modest
population growth associated with the project and because many of
the "non-residents" needed for the project likely will locate in
larger communities some distance from the site, such as Gallup;

•

The commitment to provide, in writing, for a local preference in
hiring;

•

The commitment to provide emergency response training and
equipment to local hospitals and fire departments;

•

Compensation to grazing right permittees;

•

Mitigation of potential impacts on groundwater;

•

Reimbursing the communities for increased pumping costs for
water.

The second CEQ consideration, the requirement to consider alternatives, is

addressed effectively in the FEIS . .This issue relates both to the location of the ore body
(discussed above as relevant in the initial siting decision) and to alternative ore recovery
procedures.

16.

The third CEQ guideline is addressed primarily in some of the mitigation

measures described above.

17.

It is my professional opinion that the CUP satisfies the "disproportionately

high and adverse" test. The FEIS and supporting materials outline "fair treatment" in terms of
"implementation and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies." The
"disproportionate share" test for bearing unfair negative environmental consequences is

-7-
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addressed to the extent possible given that the activity must be tied to a locality-based resource.
In addition, given the nature of the ore extraction activities, the modest impacts on local
transportation networks, and commitments to avoid impacts on cultural resources, there is no
evidence that the proposed project would contribute significantly to "cumulative impacts'' in the
study area.
Conclusion

18.

•

Those who oppose the CUP have a difficult time defining and articulating

environmental justice in the context of the current project. Executive Order 12898 requires that
all federal agencies determine in their analysis and reflect in an EIS to the greatest extent
practicable a consideration of the human health, economic, and social effects of a proposed
project on minority and low income communities and populations. Absent environmental justice
considerations in the initial siting decision, focus must be given to determining whether or not
there will be high and adverse impacts on the local population or whether the proposed project
will contribute significantly to cumulative impacts. The FEIS determines that neither of these
conditions applies and that any adverse social, cultural, and economic impacts on local
populations can be effectively mitigated. Moreover, a strategy for mitigating such impacts in
clearly outlined.

19.

Overall, it appears to me that opponents of this project, such as ENDAUM

and SRIC, are relying on "impressionistic conclusions" that conflict with actual data analyzed in
the FEIS.

-8-
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20.

Finally, the siting of any activity that includes some locally undesirable

land uses will be perceived as unjust or unfair to somebody. Therefore, it is important to
recognize the importance of health and safety considerations and of ensuring that local residents
have the opportunity to participate in benefits of the CUP. Too frequently in the past, the
benefits of an action have been exported, while the costs have been born locally. The CUP, it
seems to me, makes a very reasonable effort to respond to this issue.

' I declare on this~
g~
day of February,

~

1998, at ue&.vu"•'-&.l

, Florida, under

penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Sworn and subscribed before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the State of

•

Florida,onthis~dayof ~e.br""'"''1, 1998,at 6a.1r.<:.s..;:/fc..

, Florida. My commission

expires on __3_,.j_l-_'=>_./,_'1~,......_---

'

C~ ~-~

Notary

~56470

.DOC

SEAL

:/ :'.~·~.~:~\
~~- __

: .~:J

··:.;-i~~-··
''•'••••''''
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AFFIDAVIT OF DR. STAN L. ALBRECHT

1.
My name is Dr. Stan L. Albrecht. I am of sound mind and body, and competent to
make this affidavit. The factual statements herein are true and correct and the opinions
expressed herein are based on my best professional judgment.

2.
My professional qualifications are summarized here. I am currently Dean of the
College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences at Utah State University. I have spent
over 3 0 years on the faculties of four different universities teaching and conducting
research on a broad range of topics relating to the social and economic impacts that are
associated with natural resource developmen~. I have published approximately 100
articles and chapters, many of which deal with the effects on communities and their
inhabitants of the kinds of activities that are discussed here. I have also consulted for a
number of federal and state agencies, as well as private corporations on these topics. A
more detailed copy of my resume is attached.
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3.
On the 18th ofFebrmity 1998, I wrote an affidavit concerning the issues of
environmental justice as they were described in the final environmental impact statement
as it pertains to the Crownpoint Uranium Project(copy attached). I hereby reoffer this
affidavit as a true and accurate representation of my professional opinions as they relate to
· the environmental justice aspects of the proposed project.

4.
I have reviewed the Legal Brief prepared by ENDAUM and SRIC, and the written
testimony of Clark Bullard and Christine Benally.

A.

First, I believe that virtually all of the Environmental Justice concerns raised by the
"intervenors" have been addressed in my earlier affidavit. The bulk of the
testimony by both Bullard and Benally concentrates on potential health effects that
may be associated with the proposed project. I hereby make it clear that my
expertise does not extend to health physics and therefore I must take the potential
for environmental health effects and mitigation recommendations as made by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission as the final word on these issues. However, my
impressions ofBullard's and Benally's presentations are that they are attempting to
assert connections of potential future detrimental health effects without the data
that would be required to make their assumed connections. Much of what is
presented is impressionistic and hypothetical, without much real evidence. For
example, Bullard's statement: ... "certain subgroups of the Navajo population,
because of chronic iH health, are more susceptible to the additive and possibly
synergistic effects of additional exposures to chemical and radiological toxins"
(Bullard Testimony, 33) is presented without any real evidence of such effects.
While it certainly makes sense for the opponents to contend that these are EJ
issues-and the bulk of their testimony tries to do that-these really are questions
that speak directly to potential health risks that could be associated with increased
levels of radiation from whatever source. The NRC addressed these issues and the
conclusion was made that the direct health effects on the local population were
minimal.

B.

.The second issue that receives fairly extensive treatment, particularly in Bullard' s
testimony, is the public involvement issue. It is clear that HRI made rather
intensive efforts at public involvement throughout the process. (A list of
cominunity meetings where HRI attempted to communicate the technical details
and merits ofits project are attached.) Certainly, the performance-based licensing
approach that the intervenors have so much trouble with is not designed to
preclude public participation, as they contend.

•

2

C.

•

A great deal of attention is given in the Legal Brief and the testimony of the expert
witnesses to making the case that the people living in the vicinity of the proposed
HRI project sites constitute "an environmental justice population." This issue has
never been contested. In fact, the FEIS states explicitly that both the Church Rock
and Crownpoint communities constitute environmental justice populations. The
· language is clear·and ·straightforward: "by nearly any definition; the entire area of
impact constitutes an environmental justice population" (FEIS, 3-79). The FEIS
then presents summary evidence to support this conclusion. The basic criticism of
the "intervenors" is that the evidence is not presented in sufficient detail.
However, the FEIS and its supporting documentation clearly acknowledge that the
communities are geographically isolated, and that the residents (primarily Navajo)
living there are characterized by high rates of poverty, high unemployment, low
quality housing, limited amenities, higher rates of certain diseases, and lower life
expectancies. Additional evidence could be presented to further document each of
these conditions, but when the existence of an environmental justice population is
never contested, such additional detail is hardly needed. The requirements that are
delineated in the regulatory framework of NEPA, the EPA Office of
Environmental Justice, the President's Executive Order on Environmental Justice,
and CEQ Environmental Justice Guidance under NEPA specifying that analyses
must be conducted to determine if an environmental justice population is present
have all been met, both in terms of the letter and the spirit of the law. The only
thing at issue is the amount of documentation that is required to make a point on
which all parties are in agreement.
1). There is no contention over the fact that the Church Rock and Crownpoint areas
have long histories of involvement with uranium extraction activities, and that
these histories carry substantial negative baggage. Discussions of prior uranium
mining activities in the area are described in the FEIS, and in other supporting
materials, including the affidavits of expert witnesses. That history is never
contested. The challenge of the brief, however, is to demonstrate that the
proposed HRI activities would exacerbate any of these conditions in a manner that
would result in adverse and disproportional impacts. That challenge remains
unmet. I must conclude that HRI cannot be held responsible for historical patterns
of environmental injustice. Their test must be one of accountability for developing
a project that does not put populations in the affected communities at greater
· environmental and health risk, and to develop an effective mitigation plan when
potential impacts have been identified. That test is met.
2). In my previous affidavit I address both the issues of environmental justice
considerations in project siting, and the "disproportionately high and adverse" test.
There is nothing presented in the Legal Brief, nor in the testimony of the expert
witnesses, that effectively challenges the conclusions reached in that analysis.

3

3). The Legal Brief basically outlines three major areas of criticism: 1) the potential
for multiple or cumulative exposure to human health or environmental hazards in
the affected population; 2) whether or not an effective public participation program
has been established; and 3) the efficacy of mitigation measures-in this case, the
potential need to replace existing water wells in the community of Crownpoint.
-Each .of these issues. is ,addressed-in-the FEIS and in the.affidavits of expert
witnesses.
4). In·his testimony, Dr. Bullard describes and documents a history in this country of
discriminatory siting of unwanted and noxious activities and facilities in minority,low-income, geographically isolated, and politically powerless communities. I fully
agree with the conclusions he reaches and, like Dr. Bullard, have written quite
extensively on this topic. However, as described in my previous affidavit, that is
not the issue here. The location of the proposed HRI projects is not determined by
the SES and minority characteristics of the local communities or of the people who
live there, but by the locale of the resource that is to be developed. As a result, the
site selection question has no direct relevance.
5). Dr. Bullard notes that the framework for evaluating environmental equity/justice
considerations consists of three different aspects:. geographic, procedural, and
social equity. The geographic and social aspects are addressed above. Procedural
equity involves an assessment of the decision-making process to determine
whether or not it is exclusionary or nonrepresentative of certain populations. This
aspect of the siting process is addressed in the public involvement program
developed by NRC and HRI.
6). Finally, Dr. Bullard challenges the potential "benefits" that would accrue to the
local population that would be associated with the proposed project. HRI has
stated in writing its commitment to giving preference to hiring local workers. And,
contrary to the testimony of the intervenors, workers are very unlikely to relocate
from the company's Texas operation. Moreover, it could be argued that if
Navajo's are as closely tied to "place," as is contended in the testimony of the
expert witnesses, then we should not anticipate that they will relocate in significant
numbers to the Church Rock and Crownpoint areas to seek employment with HRI.

•
D.

The testimony of Dr. Benally basically follows the same pattern as Dr. Bullard's.
She is critical of the lack of additional detail in the description of the local
population; but, again, the environmental justice characteristics of that population
are clearly acknowledged and stated in the FEIS. Substantial attention is given to
SES and health characteristics. However, the mortality and morbidity statistics
that are presented are obviously related to a number of factors that characterize the
local populations, including poverty, access to quality medical care, diet, lifestyle,
housing, and so on. Except for a supposed "cumulative" impact, none of these is
directly linked to the proposed HRI project. Dr. Benally also gives substantial
attention to the history of uranium mining in the area, including the location of

4

abandoned mines. The conclusion that the HRI project would not have an
"additive" effect on health risk or environmental harm has been discussed and
documented in the FEIS and the previously presented expert witness testimony.

5.
In summary, the presentations of Bullard and Benally do not bring forward any
new issues of Environmental Injustice through the development of the resources as
proposed by HRI. In fact, it is my opinion that the effort undertaken by the company to
involve the local community in the development of the project should be utilized as an
example of how industry should meet its obligations in a disadvantaged community .

•

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.
I swear under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best
of my knowledge.

Dated this

•

pt'.."

day ofMarch 1999 .

Voluntarily signed and sworn to before me this _ _ day of March 1999, by the
signer, whose identity is personally known to me or was proven to me on satisfactory
evidence.

~p.~

NOTARY PUBLIC

Residing at:. _ _,/....----=-=0--1-7__,,4:.£/:::::L..L---'-'_L-t-'--f__
My Commission expires: __){.--'--#-,L_,_,1/._:i._o_o_o__
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AFFIDAVIT OF ERNEST BECENTI

1.

•

My name is Ernest Becenti. I am of sound mind and body and competent

to make this affidavit. The factual statements herein are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge, and the opinions expressed herein are based on my best judgment.
2.

I am a member of the Navajo Tribe. My credentials include:
(1) I am a practicing Medicine Man, knowledgeable about Navajo spiritual

issues.
(2) I am past president of the Churchrock Chapter of the Navajo Nation,
the closest chapter to the proposed mining at Churchrock.
(3) I am current Chairman of the McKinley County Commissioners Court.

3.

I hereby adopt my earlier affidavit and wish to restate that as Chairman of

the McKinley County Commissioner's Court, I wholeheartedly support the development

1

of the In-situ uranium mine at the Section 8 site and hope that development comes soon
for the benefit of the local people who have been deprived of good job opportunities since
the conventional uranium mines shut down in the early 1980's.

4.

I repeat from my earlier affidavit "As Chapter President and County

Commissioner I have conducted several meetings where the people have voiced their
support for HRI's mine. Resolutions of support have been passed and many more people
are for the mine and all the economic development it will bring, than are against it".
Thank you for hearing the way most local people feel about the proposed project.

•

1999
I declare on this lBthday of

:il:~at

March

Gallup, N.M.

New Mexico, under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Sworn and subscribed before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
State'ofNew Mexico, on this 18th day of · March

N~ Me~co, My comnllssion expires on
(

,.

June 2 4 ,

,.

1999

ll

Notary
(SEAL)
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AFFIDAVIT OF ANNIE JULIAN
1.

My name is Annie Julian. I am a membyr of the Navajo Tribe of

Indians. I am of sound mind and body and competent to make this affidavit. The
statements herein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, and the opinions are
based on my best judgment.

2.

I am part owner of an inherited allotment near Crownpoint New Mexico

that was passed on to me from my husband Tom Julian, and have signed a lease with HRI,
Inc. for the development of my property.

3.

I do not have a concern with in-situ leach mining as long as it has been

shown to be safe. I want to see this operation proceed without any more hindrance. We
all have children and grandchildren, and we want to see the lands developed for our

1

-

-

.

.
children. The land was given to us for our benefit. With all the time it has taken, how can
we receive benefit from our lands?

t~

I declare on this J(L day of

MtAAtH

,' 1999, at C''fOWf\~(Jfl\lt

New Mexico, under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Sworn and subscribed before me, the undersigned, a Notary Pufilic in and for the

lld~

StateofNewMexico, on this

day of f\j\ftl2ct+

1999, at ('fotAJN(jWrrt 7,

67 - 2fJ- Wo /

New Mexico. My commission expires on

~&iu_(~

,

Notary
(SEAL)

OFFICIAL SEAL

Salvador Chavez
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF NEW MEX!CO
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AFFIDAVIT OF BEN BEN;.\LLY

1.

My name is Ben Benally. I am a member of the Navajo Tribe of

Indians. I am of sound mind and body and competent to make this affidavit. The
statements herein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, and the opinions are
based on my best judgment.

2.

I am part owner of an inherited allotment near: Crownpoint New Mexico
and have signed a lease with HRI, Inc. for the development of my property.

3.

· From the beginning of the proposed development I have supported the
mining of uranium with in-situ leach. I want my land developed for my

1

...

'

family. We have been waiting years to see something happen with our
lands.

4.

The town ofCrownpoint needs economic development. We need
community improvement. We cannot wait on the Nation government or
the federal government to bring us prosperity.

5.

The people who are opposing the development of my property are
infringing on my rights as a citizen and landowner. This situation is not
right. The government should help us not delay everything.

••

'.

th

I declare on this ~ day of M.A(QcH
New Mexico, under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

~~

•

Sworn and subscribed before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
State of New Mexico, on this

*~day of M AR_qi

l(Q

6 7 · 2-B ~ 2C<J I

New Mexico. My commission expires on

,i~w4)01~,
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AFFIDAVIT OF JANICE PERRY
1.

My name is Janice Perry. I am a member of the Navajo Tribe of

Indians, and I am Vice President of the Eastern Navajos Allotee Association. The Allottee

•
'

·1

Association was organized to represent the Allottees who support the in-situ development
of uranium in the vicinity of Crownpoint. I am of sound mind and body and competent to
make this affidavit. The statements herein are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge, and the opinions are based on my best judgment.

2.

I am part owner of an inherited allotment in the near Crownpoint New

Mexico and have signed a lease with HRI, Inc. for the development of my property.

3.

I do n<;>t .have-a concern with in-situ leach mining as long as it has been

shown to be safe. I want to see this operation developed for our children, not just mine

,,

\i

.,
'1

i

1

"

'·

--[ I'\

I declare on this _liQ_ day of

f\A t\12..c,h_

, 1999, at (" ~C'Y. Jf\ ~<2 t ('( 1

New Mexico, under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Sworn and subscribed before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
State ofNew Mexico, on this

I({)

f /\

l\.fl~l4-

day of

1999, at

New Mexico. My commission expires on __0_1_-_z_e_-_Zo_o_{_ _

(SEAL)

OFFICIAL SEAL

Salvador Chavez
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AFFIDAVITOFPAULD. YAZZIE, SR.
1.

My name is Paul D. Yazzie, Sr. I am a member of the Navajo Tribe of

Indians. I am of sound mind and body and competent to make this affidavit. The
statements herein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, and the opinions are
based on my best judgment.

2.

I am part owner of an inherited allotment near Crownpoint New Mexico

and have signed a lease with HRI, Inc. for the development of my property.

3.

My grandfather and grandmother gave me this property. My father also had

an interest in this property. My father and I originally leased this property for uranium
development to Mobil Oil Corporation in 1972. Mobil discovered uranium on our
property and planned to mine the land with their partner, the Tennessee Valley Authority.

1

••

I

1

During the time these companies leased the property the government wrote an
Environmental Impact Statement that showed that mining was going to be all right for the
environment. My father passed away in 1995 and he never saw the property developed.
I have the right to lease it out and I want to see my property developed.

--{~
I declare on this Jfu_ day of

1'-n A~c l± , 1999, at CQo UJ\lq?f) f ('{ 7

New Mexico, under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

•

Sworn and subscribed before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
State of New Mexico, on this

--"-"Uo. .1~y
. . of M~

, 1999,at

New Mexico. My commission expires on __tJ_/,_-_2_8_-_Z«J
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f __
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AFFIDAVIT OF ALICE HOUSE
· 1.

My name is Alice House. I am a member of the Navajo Tribe oflndians. I

am of sound mind and body and competent to make this affidavit. The statements herein
are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, and the opinions are based on my best
judgment.
2.

I am part owner of an inherited allotment in the near Crownpoint New

Mexico and have signed a lease with HRJ, Inc. for the development of my property.

3.

HRI is the second company that has tried to develop my property.

Previously I signed a lease with Mobil Oil for the development of my uranium but the
market was too weak and tlie company backed away.

4.

I would like to see HRl get its licenses so that I could get value from my
property that has given very little to our family since it was allotted.

1

- _..- ..1 •

5.

A few people- have tried to stop the development of the allottee' s lands but
they are not the majority of the local population and they have very selfish
reasons not to see their neighbors get value from their lands.

6.

. I am 9J_years ..old.and ..Lwould like to see benefit from my.land before I pass
from this earth. There have been several older people who like myself have
leased their land to HRI and have passed away. It is not right that the
government should hold up this operation which will benefit so many.

i-[A.
I declare on this \ (Q day of

•

.

Nlf\-R.c_( 1-

, 1999, at c_ Rcu \l\Lr() trl 1

New Mexico, under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Sworn and subscribed before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
State.ofNew Mexico, on this

t~
l(o day of ~n f)te_c1+

, 1999, at (1ROUJN.1(01Ji (,

New Mexico. My commission expires on __0_7~--2_8_·_z._co_(___

~~qtrGA~~

Notary
(SEAL)

OFFICIAL SEAL

Salvador Chavez
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EXHIBIT NO.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL
Before Administrative Judge
Peter B. Bloch
Administrative Judge
Thomas D. Murphy, Special Assistant

In the Matter of
HYDRO RESOURCES, INC.
2929 Coors Blvd. NW
Suite 101
Albuquerque, NM 87120

)
)
)
)
)
)

Docket No. 40-8968-ML
ASLBP No. 95-706-01-ML

AFFIDAVIT OF WILBERT ERNEST JOHNSON

1.

•

My name is Wilbert Johnson. I am a member of the Navajo Tribe

of Indians, (census number 103056). I am of sound mind and body and competent to make
this affidavit. The statements herein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, and
the opinions are based on my best judgment.

2.

I am part owner of an inherited allotment in the near Crownpoint New

Mexico and have signed a lease with HRI, Inc. for the development of my property.

2.

I believe that this type of mining (in-situ) is safe. A number of people have
tried to poison the opinions of the community with false and alamiing
statements. I do not believe that these people who are against the mining
are doing the community a service.

I

i'

L

.

- -

.

~

...

3.

The people who oppose the mine are using the water issue as a :front. They
don't have a piece of the pie therefore they try to use water and other
issues to prevent people who have lands that the company wants to
develop from benefitting.

This mining opportunity is one of the very few positive economic

4.

development benefits that anyone is interested in bringing to Crownpoint.
We need the jobs here. Too many people are moving away or are just
sitting around because they cannot find jobs.

t-\r\

I declare on this lJL. day of M P,ie.cL-J-

1999, at

C If OWri(f'Cl / 1\(l

New Mexico, under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct .

•

Sworn and subscribed before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the

r~~dayof

StateofNewMexico,onthis

New Mexico. My commission expires on

MA@clt

'1999,at

CtcW~l~7,

t' 7- '2. f5 ~2LJO (

~~G~
~

Notary
OFFICIAL SEAL

Salvador Chavez

(SEAL)

NOTARY PUBLIC

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

----

_____

My Commission
... .Expires:
-.. ,,-....-...----=-==:::-:::::-::::::::::::::::=::;:...\
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL
Before Administrative Judge
Peter B. Bloch
Administrative Judge
Thomas D. Murphy, Special Assistant

•

In the Matter of
HYDRO RESOURCES, INC.
2929 Coors Blvd. NW
Suite 101
Albuquerque, NM 87120

)
)
)
)
)
)

Docket No. 40-8968-ML
ASLBP No. 95-706-01-ML

AFFIDAVIT OF GLADYS J. YAZZIE
1.

•

My name is Gladys Yazzie. I am a member of the Navajo Tribe of

Indians. I am of sound mind and body and competent to make this affidavit. The
statements herein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, and the opinions are
based on my bestjudgment.

2.

I am part owner of an inherited allotment near Crownpoint New Mexico

and have signed a lease with HRI, Inc. for the development of my property.

3.

My father inherited an interest in my allotment from his father. My father

signed a lease with Mobil Oil back in 1972. My family has bet(n waiting for 27 years to
see its property developed. How much longer will it take? We are the landowners. We
are dealing with our own land. It is not right that so many government offices should tell
us how to live and what we can do with our land. We all want to see the BIA process our

1

ii&- ' ' -~

l

....

leases at the same time _that all the safety concerns are being reviewed. I do not have a
concern with in-situ leach mining as long as it has been shown to be safe. We as Allottees,
feel strongly that the government should represent us, helping to develop our lands not
just the people who oppose development.

I declare on this

th
Uo day of

MA~t1

1999, at C"-flJUJ~l) IN-7

New Mexico, under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

•
Sworn and subscribed before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
State of New Mexico, on this

I {gtA

f.11 Af}cp

day of

1999, at

l"<OU...n.G'b /I'{ 7,

New Mexico. My commission expires on ~~Cf1-·_Z_8_~2_o_o_t___

~~/
y

N~

•

(SEAL)

omOALSEAL

Salvador Chavez
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EXIDBIT NO.

''1.0

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL
Before Administrative Judge
Peter B. Bloch
Administrative Judge
Thomas D. Murphy, Special Assistant

•

In the Matter of
HYDRO RESOURCES, INC.
2929 Coors Blvd. NW
Suite 101
Albuquerque, NM 87120

)
)
)
).
)
)

Docket No. 40-8968-ML
ASLBP No. 95-706-01-ML

AFFIDAVIT OF TIMMY JULIAN
1.

•

My name is Timmy Julian. I am a member of the Navajo Tribe of

Indians. I am of sound mind and body and competent to make this affidavit. The
statements herein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, and the opinions are
based on my best judgment.

2.

I am part owner of an inherited allotment near Crownpoint New Mexico

and have signed a lease with HR.I, Inc. for the development of my property.

2.

I am a strong supporter of the Eastern Navajo Allottee Association and I
understand in-situ mining of uranium. I support the development of my
allotment. The people who are .opposing the development have made
statements about grazing 'sheep and cattle. I graze sheep and goats. I am
not afraid that the development of my property will prevent future grazing.

1

People make strong statements about how this type of operation will hurt
our culture. The only thing that they are really worried about is that their
relatives might have to move off land that they have no right to be on in the
first place.
3.

I have two children who are going to college. When I signed the lease my
kids were in grade school. How long is it going to be before the BIA signs
the leases? This holding oflease bonuses for our land until all the elders
pass away or all the children have to move away to find jobs is not right.
Please help to make it right.

•

I declare on this

l(othday of NtMLli-

New Mexico, under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct .

•

Sworn and subscribed before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
State ofNew Mexico, on this

Hoth day of l\f1 AIQ.c lr\

, 1999, at CfOJJNff211\l t,

New Mexico. My commission expires on __
()_l_-_"2_8_~_2_C1_tJ_I_ __

i&.hL~Vl?~/

Notary

OFFICIAL SEAL

Salvador Chavez
NOTARY PUBIJC
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL
Before Administrative Judge
Peter B. Bloch
Administrative Judge
Thomas D. Murphy, Special Assistant

•

In the Matter of
HYDRO RESOURCES, INC.
2929 Coors Blvd. NW
Suite 101
Albuquerque, NM 87120

)
)
)
)
)
)

Docket No. 40-8968-ML
ASLBP No. 95-706-01-ML

AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL C. HOMER
1.

•

My name is Paul C. Homer. I am a member of the Navajo Tribe of

Indians. I am of sound mind and body and competent to make this affidavit. The
statements herein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, and the opinions are
based on my best judgment.

2.

I am part owner of an inherited allotment near Crownpoint New Mexico

and have signed a lease with HRI, Inc. for the development of my property. I signed this
lease of my own free will and have never been pushed or bribed by anyone to make this
lease. At the time the leases were signed, the Allottees requested that the BIA negotiate
on their behalf To this day only government agencies have been involved with the
company. Now I would like to see them do the right thing and finish the leases so the
community can benefit.

I

...,

.

.

',.

'~..,

3.

I stand behind HRI' s development of my property 100%. The allotment

was given to me by my late grandmother who signed by using her right thumbprint. From
this production we can help the community of Crownpoint with employment. A lot of
young people have the skills to work for HRI and economic development is something we
need at Crownpoint. The people who oppose this mining are trying to keep the
community from becoming a strong area. I feel that they have selfish reasons why they
want to keep economic development from happening. We need help from our leaders to
bring about prosperity not roadblocks. I appeal to you as leaders to help us with this
project.

I declare on this

t"(o~ay of (\I\~ Ir}

1999, at C'<'M~tJtr<1

New Mexico, under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

•

Sworn and subscribed before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
State ofNew Mexico, on this

l{ot~day of lk!Lru:ct\-

1999,

atCY'OWN~~ crJ -(,

m -2 8r 2COI

New Mexico. My commission expires on

~of~

Notary
OFFICIAL SEAL

AL)

Salvador Chavez
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL
Before Administrative Judge
Peter B. Bloch
Administrative Judge
Thomas D. Murphy, Special Assistant

In the Matter of
HYDRO RESOURCES, INC.
2929 Coors Blvd. NW
Suite 101
Albuquerque, NM 87120

)
)
)
)
)
.)

Docket No. 40-8968-ML
ASLBPNo. 95-706-01-ML

AFFIDAVIT OF DENIECE L. JOHNSON
1.

My name is Deniece L Johnson. I ~ma member of the Navajo Tribe ~f

Indians. My census number is 404-83 7. I am of sound mind and body and competent to
make this affidavit. The statements herein are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge, and the opinions are based on my best judgment.

2.

My husband is part owner of an inherited allotment near Crownpoint New

Mexico and he has signed a lease with.HRI, Inc. for the development of this property.

3.

My husband has signed a power of attorney (attached) to allow m_e to sign

an affidavit in support. of the in-situ uranium development proposed by HRI, Inc.

4

My husband signed these leases back in February of 1992. I believe it is in

our best interest that we trusted HRI to start this project back years ago. Everything was

1

- - - - ----1
done and explained to us by Hydro Resources. Hydro Resources did everything in their
power to get this project started, but now a small group of people is opposing this project.
Please look back and see why we are agreeing to this project. It will bring jobs and serve
its purpose as needed. Thank-you.

I declare on this Jk_ day of '-fY)

":r :t
a.tuili , 199~,
at

fr~

New Mexico, under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Sworn and subscribed before me, the u
State of New Mexico, on this

'\lofh. day of-41-..._~41-='------'
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL
Before Administrative Judge
· Peter B. Bloch
Administrative Judge
Thomas D. Murphy, Special Assistant

In the Matter of
HYDRO RESOURCES, INC.
2929 Coors Blvd. NW
Suite 101
Albuquerque, NM 87120

)
)
)
)
)
)

Docket No. 40-8968-ML
ASLBP No. 95-706-01-ML

AFFIDAVIT OF FRANCIS NEZ
I.

••

My name is Francis Nez. I am a memb~r of the Navajo Tribe of Indians.

My census number is 10184. I am of sound mind and body and competent to

make this affidavit. The statements herein are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge, and the opinions are based on my best judgment.

2.

My wife, May Nez, was a 100% owner of an inherited allotment near

Crownpoint New Mexico she signed a lease with HRI, Inc. for the development of
her property.

3.

My wife was a strong supporter of HRI and the development of our

property. Unfortunately my wife died recently on the way to the hospital to get
dialysis treatment. The ambulance that was bringing her was involved in a traffic
accident and she was killed. She wanted to see the property finally benefit the

1

·,

family and the community. I know she would want me to sign this affidavit as
much as I want to do it. These leases need to be rati:f;ied by the BIA. They helped
write the Environmental Impact Statement. There is no reason why so many good
people should pass away while the government holds up our lands. This situation
is wrong. Please help us to receive the benefit from our lands like any other
American.

I declare on this 1c;lhday of MA-fti-f
New Mexico, under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Sworn and subscribed before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
.
State ofNew Mexico, on
this

•

'-'~ day of MN?clr\
\\.9
.

New Mexico. My commission expires on

, 1999, at Ci,;W"-.~ 1r<i,

/)7-Zff- ZCV(

~*' C2~AM-&
- y/

Notary
(SEAL)
OFFICIAL SEAL

Salvador Chavez
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL
Before Administrative Judge
Peter B. Bloch
Administrative Judge
Thomas D. Murphy, Special Assistant

•

In the Matter of
HYDRO RESOURCES, INC.
2929 Coors Blvd. NW
Suite 101
Albuquerque, NM 87120

)
)
)
)
)
)

Docket No. 40-8968-ML
ASLBP No. 95-706-01-ML

AFFIDAVIT OF DANNY CHARLEY

1.

•

My name is Danny Charley. I am a member of the Navajo Tribe oflndians.

I am of sound mind and body and competent to make this affidavit. The statements herein
are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, and the opinions are based on my best
judgment.
2.

I am part owner of an inherited allotment near Crownpoint New Mexico

and have signed a lease with HRI, Inc. for the development of my property.

3.

My grandmother gave me this property. I have the right to lease it out and

I want to see my property developed. If the development occurs it will help the economy
ofCrownpoint. This is not only for me, there are a lot of people out ofwork. People are
leaving town. This way people can stay in the area and support their families. I hope it
will go through soon because we have been waiting a long time.

I

-- .

•'

'

.

I" declare on this

./&

day of

J11& /J d

, 1999, at

~p J,!/!r'f#

New Mexico, under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Sworn and subscribed before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and
StateofNewMexico,onthis

i6(h

dayof

MA~

New Mexico. My commission expires on

•

..~ [•.'
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL
Before Administrative Judge
Peter B. Bloch
Administrative Judge
Thomas D. Murphy, Special Assistant .

In the Matter of

HYDRO RESOURCES, INC.
2929 Coors Blvd. NW
Suite 101
Albuquerque, NM 87120

.

)
)
)
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)
)

Docket No. 40-8968-ML
ASLBPNo. 95-706-01-ML
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AFFIDAVIT OF IRMA JULIAN ·

1.

My nanie is Irma Julian~ I am of sound mind and body and competent to

make this affidavit. The factual statements herein are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge, and the opinions expressed herein are based on my best professional
judgment.
2.

I am a Nativ~ American Navajo and I am partial owner in an Allotment in

the vicinity ofCrownpoint, New Mexico that has been leased for in-situ uranium
development by HR.I, Inc. I am also President of the Eastern Navajo Allottees Association
who supports the development of our properties through the in-situ uranium method.

1

~

.

3.

The Eastern Navajo Allottees Association is comprised of more than 200

individual owners who support the development of their properties by HRI, Inc.

4.

Unlike all of the people w.ho are not from this area who are trying to fight

uranium mining because they do not support nuclear power, we have the right to have our
properties developed and to cause prosperous economic development in the Crownpoint
area. For too many years the area around Crownpoint has been a center of unemployment
for Navajos _who would prefer to have employment opportunities than to live in the .
poverty forced by the lack of economic development. Institutions such as the Crownpoint
Institute of Technology and the Dine Community College were established to give local
people the education so that they could escape from the life of poverty that has been the
history of the area. Unfortunately the only occupations that have become available are
Government support positions and there are not enough of these jobs available to allow
more thap a minimum employment level.

5.

Speaking for the Allottee Association, we believe in the in-situ process.

Many of our people have traveled to visit operating mines and have seen how clean and
safe the operation can be run by a competent company such as HRI an:d its Parent

•

company Uranium Resources, Inc. Therefore the Association wholeheartedly supports the
HRI license granted by the NRC.

2

..,.

(

J

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT..
I swear under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge.

Dated this

day of March 1999.

>

•

Voluntarily signed and sworn to before me this'J lofltday of March 1999, by the
signer, whose identity is personally known to me or was proven to me on satisfactory
evidence.

•
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I.

12:07

FROM

91202653800731424

TD

URI/DALLAS

P.07

..
.. • ... ... . •
NAVAJO NATION DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

I
I
I
I

1.
~

I

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

February 21, 1995

Cbier, High•t.eval Waste and Ut'aniwn Recovery Project• Branch
Mail Stop 'l'WFH 7-JI
Division at Waste Xanagament
Off ice of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguard•

u.s.

Nuelaar Regulatory commission
Washington, D.c.
20555
a11

commazta on DEIS ta Construc:t an4 Op•r•t.•

t11•

crownpoint uraniwra solYtion Kinin9 Project, Docket

•o. •o-at,a, R14ro

R•a~ura••,

laa.

Dear Sir /Maclu:
In response to t.he public notice dated January 10, 1995,
Ped. Req. 2614, i;he Navajc Nation Department of Justice •ub•it•
its comments, aa supplemented by the attached Technical Memorandua

~O

tram w. Peter Balleau, Peb. 10, 1995 (attached a• Exhibit A). With
this letter the Dapa~ent ot Justiea also conveys t.he collDlent• or

various tribal executive branch departments and pr09rams, vhich
taken toqetber vitb th• Department of e?ustice c:0111ment•, constitute
th• coJ1J1ents of the Navajo Nation on tha Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS). The Nuclear Regulatory commission is encoura9ed
and expected to respond to th• apecif ic comments af each of the
other tribal agencies, •• wall as to th• Department or Justice'•

co111ments which

~ollow.l

J: • . u. DJ!?• tQKORU
' DnJO llA!'IOll.

m

·

•BDnaL DUST aESPOll8IB%L%'lY 'IOW&RD TD

Th• »•partment
~f
Justice
f inda
tile
DJ!?S
•
disappointllent.
Prom all appearances, it aeeas that th• three
cooperating agancies preparing thia DEIS did littl• mer• t:han
accept

in~ol."1a&tion

provided by the applicant:., Bycl:ro R.e•ourca•, I:nc.

(•HRI•) and t.ranslata that into a DE%S.

Judging frcm the deqrae cf

1 IOIMI ~r~1 progr&m9 incl~d•d reference• ~a •t•~• l•v in ~beir CClllllll8nt•
which ver•· nm:. remaved b:r the D•p&nnsent of .h.•tloe. Rane of ~he OOlllftleftt:e of any
prQ9ram of tribal 9ov•r111Hnt •hould be !n~er~retad •• th• Nation•• eoneent or
aor•emant. that the Stat• of Mew KexS.c:o Ji.a• r•9Ul.a1:.ory 'u~l•dict:ion over a.ny part
of t.he project.. n doe• not.. MoreoYer, no cOtft!Mn~• by any t.d.bal program •ho"ld
be eon•truad an endcreument or &pp~oval of th• p~oj•=t .by kh• Nation.

P.O.

Dra.,.~tr2010Wlndaw~

AZ 8U1.!ll: •1"11~' •

.,. .......... _ ... ..- ··- ·---· --· - ,_.,

MAR~2S-1999

12:07

FROM

URI/DALLAS

TD

91202553800731424

P.08

·.

Cllief, Klgh-t.v•l Wa•t• and Vrani~ Jtecd••tY Project• •r.ncb
Na
CommenU on Dsts ta con1t:nec and op;.:·•t• th• Cravnpolnt Vran1WI Salut1an
Nl.n.1n9 Pro,ect,
J'ebru•rr 21, 1991

Dock•~

llo. 40-1961, HfdZ'CI R•IO\U'C•I, Jnc.

Pap 2

aiarepresentation, omission, and incorrect information included in
thi• DEIS (furtb•r identified below and in th• comment• of ot.har
tri~l agencies), th• prepar•rs apparently did little independent
research or variticatlon ot HJU'• data.
Th~ approach ia especially disturbing Whan evaluated in
light or th• federal trust responsibility to protect the right•,
resources and other property of the Navajo Nation and its maabara.
This trust reposes in all federal agencies, ~ut is especially

••

apparant in tha Department of th• Interior, B11r•a11 of Indian

Affairs ("BIA•), which deal• solely with Indian-related matters on
a daily ~asis. While the BIA considered its trust responsibility
to individual Navajo allattees with re;ard to the •in•rals laasin;
iGau••, the Navajo Nation •e•• no evidenea in thi• DEIS that the
truat ressponsibility wed t.o th• Havaio Natign was considered, much

less fulfilled.

The proposed project oontains three areas which are owned

by th• United Stat•• in trust tor the Navajo Nation .(Section 1'7,

•

T16N R16W; W\ Section 29, T17N Rl2W; s~ Section 19, Tl7N R12W).
Tb• underlying minerals on thess lands are privately owned. BIA'•
involvement aa a lead agency was premised on its need ta approve
mineral• leases tor the individual Indian alloQDenta in HRX'• Unit
1, not on its trust duty ta protect th• tribally..ownad land•. ID
SUmaary and Conclusions at. xiii 1 !2; S1.3.2.( 8 Aa a laad agency
under th• NEPA and •• Trustea ot Indian Lands, th• BIA •ust
adaquately analyze and disclose the environmental impact• ot the
proposed projects to detenalne whether mining lease• should be
approved."). However, HRI'• mining activities would occur on these
tribally-owned land•. it wou14 be injecting and withdraw.ln9
tribally-owned qroundwater in tbe course of it• •ininq activities,
and it land J.rri9ation occura, that vauld occsa on tribally-owned
land in Section 17 ot the Church Rock portion of th• project.
Oe•pit• thia, neither §3.2.2 nor 53.2.4 acknovledq• tribal
ownarship--53. 2. 4 ev•n erroneously stat•• that tbe "Crawnpoint

•inin9 area consist• of aixed privat• land owned by the applicant
and others • • • • • Section 4.8.1 likawise omit• an7 mention of
~i1-lly-owned

land.

No llinlng leases hav. .been applied

·

ror

Oft

the Uiraa

sections ot tribal trust land sinca the minerals are privately
owned. It 1• questiona~le whether 2~ C.F.R. Part 216 {cited a~

Sl.3.2 •• BIA'• authority) applies to the ~ribally owned lands
sine• they are in split estate status. ~ 25 c.F.R. 5216.2(.bJ.
'l'h• OEXS contains no evidence that the BIA act.ed. in it• capacity as
trustee tor the Havajo Natian by considering the environmental
effects ot the propos4d mine on tribal trust land and resources or

I
1
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I
I
I
I
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Chief. Hivh-ta••l W••t• and Ur&niwn R~ccvery Project• Branch
ur
eoananta on DEIS to con1truct and ~rate th• Crovnpoint vranlu 8olut1on
Minln; Project, Dack.et No. 40-1968, Hydro R•1aurr:.•, %n~.
J'•bnaary 21, U9S
Pa9e l

the regulatory raquirmaents governing the uaa of tribal land• for

•inin9 purposes. Instead, the DEIS indic:atea that BIA ac:ted aoleJ.y
in its capacity as trustee for individual Indian allottees in tha
aineral leasing context-·• detect whicb must be c9rrected in the

final EIS.
%% •

TBS ltlll GBHBRAZ.LY MD IBC'rJOM 1. 3 111 PUTJ:Cut.aa

XZJl'l'lOB TR%BaL AV'l'BORITIZ8 aJiD aB8PONSIB%LIT%£8.

~A!I.

,.0

This section lists state and federal autboritiaa and
responsibilities but fails entirely to mention tribal authoriti••

and responsibilities. 2 'l'h• entire proposed ainin; project lie•
vithin Navajo Indian country -- aither in the dependent Indian
communities or the Church Rock and Crownpoint Chapters, Ba 18
S1151(b). on Indian allotm•nts (Unit 1), .aa. 18 U.S.C.
511s1 (c), or on tribally-owned trust . land which is the equivalent

u.s.c.

ot formally designated "r•sarvationa• within the meanin9 at 18

u.s.e 51151(&), A.I.I. ynitad StatlJl Vs lk:GOWIQ, 302 U.S. 535 (1938),
united Stat1s v. John, 437 U.S. 634 (1978) 1 Okl1bom1 Ta¥ Conyp'ZI y,
Citizen Band Potawatai Indian Tripe, 498 u.s. 505 (1991), and
OJsJ.ah9111a Tox Comm'n y. Gae an<S Fox Nation, 508 U.S. _ , 124
L.Ed.2d 30. 113 S.ct. 1985 (199l).
Because it liea in Navajo
Indian C0\1ntry, it is 5ul:lject to the laws of tbe Hayajo Natiqg, ••

wall ••to federal law.

HRI·has mad• no attempt to comply vith

tribal law at all, and the DEIS, by not even mentioninCJ th•
requlatory role and requirements of the Navajo Ration, encourage•
HRI'• noncompliance.

The Navajo Jfation recontly received •treatment as a
status ~or tbe underground inject.ion control (aUic•J pr-oc;raa
of the Safa Drinking Water Act ("SDWA") for all tribally-owned and
allotted trust land, includinq t:hoae in the propcsed •ina site,
from the United States Enviromnental Pro~ection Agency (•USEPA•J.
Th• Nation will event1.&&lly achieve primary enforcement authority
over these lands under the SDWA, but currently regulate•
underground inject.ion on these lan4• pursuant to the Navajo Water

•~ata•

Code, 22

H.T.c. 51101 et

' ,.

,,,.,.:..:,·,:4:~'.•.?'-'··:~~~.::.oe;.-~ . ·J.'·,..a':.".;,~~

seg~ (1984 •upp.).

While ignorinr; the requirements of tribal law, the DEIS
at 51.l.3 ironically l•Y• out an.sxtenaive reg\llatory role for tba
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Ch.l.•I, telvh-LllY•l W••~• anti C1ran11o1a Jtaeov•qr Pro~9f:t• •&-anch ·
Ur
coa.nt• on Dtta ~o coutnct &nd Opeeate the Crownpoil\t. Urlalu laluti•

Mil\1ng Pra,ect, Docket ato. 40-1961, Byd.ra Reaourcea, Jnc.
•ebnary 21, 1995
••, . 4

State of New Mexico Environment Department in permitting the
underground injection portion ot this project without any evide~c•
other than the stat•'• word tha~ th• 1tate bas jur1sdict1on. tn
~act, Region 9 of the USUA ha• informed both HJU and the
Bnvircmuent Department that it will directly 1Dpluent th• utc
proqra11 of th• SDWA on section 17 of the Churdl Jtoc:Jt portion of the
proposed. mine pursuant to 40 C.r.R. part 147, •Ubpt. HHH, because
t.bat section meet• the 4etinition of •Indian land• within the
moaning of the SDWA regulations. Th• Navajo Nation preswnes USEPA

•
•

will also directly implement the UIC program on. th• two half
aectiona cf tribally owned trust land in th• Crovnpoint portion of
the project pursuant ta th• sa111• rationale. New Mexico's prbac:y
aqreeaent vit:.n USEPA txpressly ~cludaa "Indian landaw ·- it does
not. supply tb• au1:.hority for atat• UIC: regulation aa Sl.3.3

incorrectly states.

Further, USEPA'• requlatory authority is not

confined ta Unit 1, alao as 51.3.3 inc6rrectly states, but extends
to all •Indian lands• in the projact, includin9 the tribally-owned
truat land.a.
fh• Nation h&• tormally challenged th• Environment
Department'• asserted OIC jurisdiction over Section 17 in th•
Church Rock portion (HR.I'• permit no. DP-558). Th• issue 1• an
appeal to th• state Water Quality Control couission on petition of
th• Navajo Nation. Th• Environment I>epartaent and HR.I oppo•• th•
Nation in tbi• appeal. Additionally, th• Navajo Nation is activ•lY
litiqating the Indian country status at Section 17 in atata
district court in united 11uc1e1r Cota .. y, Ma'tinez, KcJCinley county
cause !lo. C!V 9~-72. There is simply no basis in law,, particularly
in light of 'the on9oinq litigation, tor the DEIS to stat• that the

•tate Water Quality Act (or any other stat• requlatory authority
auc:h aa vaatawater reCJUl&tion mentioned in 52.3.4.4 at page 2-2C)
_appli•• to this project. In order for state law to apply, the
•tat• has the heavy burden of proving that state regulation baa not
been preempted by the operation of federal law and would not
infringe on inherent tribal sovereignty, and that if either ot
these would occur, that th• state has a significant anoUtJb interest
to impose it.a regulations anyway. Hew Mexico Ya Mescaler9 AP•ch•

462 o. s. 324 (1984). Even if the atate proves these things,
it waul4 at best bava s;oneyrrsnt juris4iction with the Navajo

Trim,

Nation and the united States; tberetore exeludih9' any mention of

tribal law Dake& no sense.

Th• Nation raisecS the 3urisdictional iss\J,es very early in
or avoidinq exactly 'th• kind ot
erroneous disinformation on jurisdiction contained in the DEIS.
SAS DEIS Appendix A 52.0 and the Nation'• written comment• dated
October 9, 1992, wbieb contrary ~o DEIS Appendix A 54.0, were not
tb• HEPA process with. the hope

('
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Ch1•t~

B1gb-?AY81 •••~• and Vran.iua ••QOYe.Ey Pra,•o~• 8r•na~
on Dzia to Con•tnaet and eper.ce the crownpa.S.nt aranium 8olut1on
Nin.lftg Pra,ec:t, Docket Mo. 40-1961, Hydro Reaourc••• inc.
Pebriaary 21, 1195
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I
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~n~•

priaarily concerned vi th •being kept intar:med, 11 but dealt with
3urisdictional

ancs

technical issues).

In li;ht ot this, the DEIS'

caapleta failure to include any mention of applicable Navaja N~tion
lav and t.h• N•~ion'• requlator¥ role over HRI'• activities, While

preawaif\9 without legal ba•i• that •tat• law appli•• across th•
board, i• inexcusable.
%%%. US "JIO ACTJ:OM" &J.TUDS'lVll %8 DW)BQDA!fm.Y AJ)Dl.28112D.

The DEXS addresses the No Action alternative a~ $2.2.4
but does not clearly stat• why it was rejected. 'l"h• Department of
J\Jstic• believes this alternative was inadequately considered..
1'irst, S2. 2. 4 atatea that NRC aust issue the license 1r, aman9
other things, HR? •i• qualified to use source material • • • in a
manner that adequately protects health and minimizes danger to life
and property.• Nowhere does the DEIS examine HRI'a qualification•
in this raqard; it simply assumes that since HRI has undertaken
similar in situ mining ac:tivity in Texas, HRI must be qualified.

I
I
I

The Nation ha• reason to 1'elieve that HRI frequently
violated 1:ha terms at it.a permit for it• Texas operationa. Th•
DEIS does not. eta~• vha~ investigation• th• preparer• did to
examin• llRI'• compliance z-ecarcl. It i• not adequat• to •imply

•

pr-ma• th.at HR% i• capable of'

aa~aly

undertaking th• propo••c!

project •imply because it has operated •imilar min•• els•Vh•re •
'l'h• three lead a9ancias •hould undertake a detailed investigation
into HRI'• past ~rations and aalce th• result• public.
Alao1 t:b• DIIS list• several very 9anaral drawback• to Jfo
Action, without explaining why any of them apply to thi• particular
pror.•ed project (A.s..a.L th• No Actian alternative would •not promote

ach eving a balance between population and resource use ~at will
1>9rait high atandard• ot livin; and widely abaring life'•
amenitiea.• 12.2.4 at paqe 2-3. Thi• "drawback~ i• particularly
distur~inq cansiderin; that th• major negative impact• of HRI'•
uranium •inin9 would tall on a minority population, that very few
local Navajo peopl• would be . .ployad at th• mine, and that ~ere
is no evidence aupportinq the augqestian that local Navajo people
will l:>enatit f'roa

"high standard• o!' living• or •videly ahar•

lite' a ameniti••• a• a result ot . HRI 'a mine.
Jude; in; l:ly past
experience in vith th• uraniua mininq industry on t:h• Navajo

Nation. the hi9h s~andards o~ livinq and li~•'• am•niti•• would not
accrua to those living- on a daily basia with th• r•alit.iea or

urani\lm •ining al'ld its aftermath.
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Chief, High•l.eve1 V•1t• and Ur&niw.a Reccvery

P:oj•c~•

Branch

Qa

Coment.9 on DEIS to Ccn1truct. ancS Operat• th• Crovnpolnt vran1wa sol1.1t1 ·
K1nlng Pcoj~. Doc:k•~ lo. t0-8968, Hyclra Rtl•a~tce•, in~. oa
.~uraary 21, 1995

••11• I

The lack of any analyaic ot' •>cplana1:ion of any of ~.

alleged drawbacks of th• No Action alternative indicate th•t not

auch ccnaideration was given to the No Action alternative, that it
was dismissed on the basis ot general platitudes, and that th•
preparer• "•r• operating under the preconceived nction th&t. the
license and lease• •bould be isaued na matter what.

n. na

1>111 PAILS ira
•BBJlUaAY 11, 1t9C.

couoa~

Executive order 12898

wxn 1%1curtva oann
o~

12111

or

Fel>ruary 11, 1994, ledenl

Action• to Ad4res1 Enxironmental Justice in Minority PQPylat1on1
and Loy-Incpme fopulation1, requires federal aqencies to develop
environmental justice strateqies that •identif[y] and addres'[]
disproportionately hiqh and adverse human health or environmental
effect• of it.a proqram!I, policies, .·and activities on minority
populations and low-inc:ama populations.• £.o. Sl-103 (a). Tha E.o.
exprecsly applies to "Native Amoriean Programs.• E.O. 5'~606. Th•
DEIS does net mention this Executive Order at all, explain hew th•
D2I:S comports with the Executive Order, or how or whether the DEIS
i• consistent with tha preparing agencies' atrate9ie11 on
anvironaental justic•.

•

ot Justice believes the DEIS dae• not
co•por~ With the EXecutiva Order.
As explained above, any mention
of th• Xanjo Nation'• lawa or regulatory authority ha1 been
o•ittecl trom the DEIS. Hot only does the Nation have an extensive
regulatory structure applicable t.o HRI, it has a moratoriwa on
uraniua mining (attached as Exhibit. B). Also as explained above,
tb• existence of t.ribally•ownecl land within HRI's proposed project
boundaries is 9enerally not acknowledged.
!'he role and
rasponsibilitiea Chapter governments are not mentioned in
$3 .15. 2 .1; instaad, chapters are ref erred to ag if thay ware aoeial
rather qovernmental entities.
Nowhere in Sl .15 are linkages
between local raaidencea and the Navajo Nation r;tescribed, although
53.15.l an4 $3.15.4 describe linkA9Ba within the boain, and to th•
stat• and the United Stat.ea.
Finally, the population section
The Dapart:aant

(53.16) fails to mention t.hat th• vast 111ajorlt.y ot the resident• in

the area are Navajo Indians--9St ct the Church Rocle Chapt.er and 93'
of the Crovnpoint Chapter.' Thi• ia a prlmerily Navajo are&, !&

en• within the acope

o~

E.a. 12898.

f
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Contrary to th• DEIS' statement at 54.4.1.1, tb• Navajo
Church lock and c:rownpoin~ araaa have had experience
with urania, a• th• DEIS preparer• •hould have ascertained.
Conaiderabl• uranima aining ha• occurred there in th• pa•t. One or
worst environmental acclclent• invol vin9 th• uranium induatry
occurred in 1979 vhan th• Old Church Rock mine •pilled radioactiv•
water lnta the Rio Puerco drainaqe. It is the Navajo people who
ware attacted and continue to 11ve with the eft'ec:ta ot past uran1WI
•1n1n9 in the area. Thi• proposed project asks th• Xavajo people
to live with yet another uranium mine, despite the fact that only
about 35 new jobs will be created, and the commerce qenerated from
the naw min• will have •1.tttla impact on local business• (DEIS
S4.4.1.2J.
Th• DEIS should have addressed the environmental,
•ocioloqical, and otber affects of the proposed project fro• th•
atanclpoint ot environmental just.ice, in accordance with 1.0. 12198.
peopl• of
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Th• Navajo Ration Department or Justice subllits these

colUllenta w1tb ~· hop• that th• federal agencies involvmd in this
NEPA process will ••rioualy consider ~b•a• comaent• and respond

accordin;ly.

•

We vill look torward to your response.

If. .

Sincerely,
NAVAJO HATION DEPARTMENT

I

r~

(}~rR~I~

r

Peq Roqera
Attorney

Natural Resources Uftit
(602) 871-6931

r_
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JUSTICE

EXHIBIT NO. 17

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL
Before Administrative Judge
Peter B. Bloch
Administrative Judge
Thomas D. Murphy, Special Assistant

•

In the Matter of
HYDRO RESOURCES, INC.
12750 Merit Drive
Suite 1210 LB 12
Dallas, TX 75251

)
)
)
)
)
)

Docket No. 40-8968-ML
ASLBP No. 95-706-01-ML

AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD F. CLEMENT, JR.
1.

My name is Richar~ F. Clement, Jr. I am of sound mind and body and

competent to make this affidavit. The factual statements herein are true and correct to the

'-•
I

best of my knowledge, and the opinions expressed herein are based on my best
professional judgment.
Qualifications and Experience:

2.

My experience is summarized here. Please refer to my resume, which was

attached to prior affidavits for details of my education and technical qualifications.
My experience with the proposed Crownpoint Uranium Pi-oject originates with the
initial involvement of Uranium Resources, Inc. (URI) in acquiring our New Mexico
uranium properties. In 1987, when the company first acquired the Churchrock section 8
property, I served URI as Director and Senior Vice President, Exploration. At that time
the Manager, Environmental Affairs, Mark Pelizza, reported to me in my capacity as
officer of the corporation. It was under my direction that the applications for licensing

1

were prepared. It was also under my direction that community relations with local Native
Americans as well as the Navajo Nation were initiated. I currently serve as President of
Hydro Resources, Inc. (HR.I, Inc.) In this capa_city I have continued and expanded the
principle of strong community relations.
3.

I have reviewed the filings presented by ENDAUM, SRIC, and the Sams

concerning the issue of Environmental Justice as it pertains to the communities
surrounding the proposed project and in response make the following affirmations:

A.

•

Throughout the period from 1987 through the present, HRI has

acquired a number 9f uranium bearing properties, several of which were
represented in the Environmental Impact Statement on which this hearing is based.
HRI currently controls over 530,000 acres of uranium properties both held in fee·
and leases throughout northwest New Mexico. Uranium Resources, Inc. through
HRI has committed that a substantial portion of its future operations will occur in
New Mexico. Because of this commitment, it is the policy of the company to
develop strong ties to the communities and organizations that ate most closely
involved with the project areas. In addition, It has been the policy of HRI to
willingly communicate and involve the local people in the planning of the proposed
projects.

B.

Because of the ethnic makeup of the local population, the

people are represented by several governmental bodies, who are charged with the
responsibility for maintaining the health and welfare of the local citizenry. HRI has
made every conceivable effort to involve the governmental entities in the planning
of the proposed projects.
These entities include:
· a.

Local Chapters of the Navajo Nation including
Churchrock

b.

Eastern Navajo Agency Land Board

2

c.

McKinley County Government (Commission)

d.

State of New Mexico (Department of Environment) ·

e.

Navajo Nation

f

Bureau of Indian Affairs (co-author ofEIS)

g.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

HRI has made a major effort to communicate proposals and plans to all the
above representative agencies and organizations. Several of the organizations
have authored resolutions (Exhibits 1,2 & 3) in favor of the development of the
properties. Other entities, such as the Navajo Nation have declined direct
participation in the· EIS prqcess and have yielded to the Federal organizations that
authored the FEIS, namely the NRC, ]3IA and BLM. In other areas where the
Nation has a full and federally recognized program, such as NHPA issues, the
appropriate office has been fully advised and has given clearance over proposed
operating plans.
C.

In addition to government and organizational presentations, a major

emphasis has been to meet with individuals and bring local people to the

•
,.

company's operating ISL locations in south Texas. The people within the
communities have welcomed this type of education where they can see an
operating recovery facility and meet with the company's operating personnel.
The attached list of meetings, presentations, seminars and organized site
trips sponsored by the company is offered to demonstrate that HRI takes
·community participation as a serious pre-development requirement. (Exhibit 4)

3

I declare on thisd,?

•

t /f_f/ ,
~~

at Albuquerque, New Me · ,

Sworn and subscribed before me, the undersigned, a Notary

blic in and for the

State of New Mexico, on this,.£7~ day of

?Jt~ ,1999, at ~~~~~~.c...e._..

New Mexico. My commission expires on

-~ - ~ l..Jf {

.

~A-~~-)
Notary

•

(SEAL}

4
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Churchrock Chapter

.·

Exhibit 1

P.O. Box 549
Churchrock, New Mexico 8i3 l l
.. (505) 488-~949
Edward T. 3egay, Council !Je!egate

RESOLUTION OF THE
CHlJRCHROCK CHAPTER

T~d

Sihem:lith. Ir..

"iice-?::sa:~:::

OC.JJJ-(Jl/162

Supporting Uranium Resources, Inc .. In-Situ Mining of Uranium in the
Churchrock Community. and Recommending the Same to the Navajo Nation

----·····

WHEREAS:
------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1. The Churchrock Chapter is a certified local governmental unit of the
Navajo Nation government; and
2. The Churchrock Chapter is authorized by 2 N.T.C. § 4028 "to review
matters including land use planning affecting the community and make appropriate
recommendations to the Navajo Nation or such federal, state and local agencies as .
may have the responsibility for considering and approving such action"; and

3. The Navajo Nation economy is depressed and there is a dire need for
economic development; and
4. The unemployment rate of the Navajo Nation is about forty five
percent (45%) and there is a need for commercial development which will begin to
provide employment opportunities; and
5. The Uranium Resources, Inc., a Delaware corporation based in Dallas,
Texas, has taken over the rights of United Nuclear to mine, uranium in fr.e
Churchrock community; and

•

6. Uranium Resources, Inc., desires to begin mining of uranium in the
Church rock community; and
7. The in-situ mining used by Uranium Resources, Inc., involves very
minimal solid waste. The health and safety hazards to the public is very minimal;
and

8. The Uranium Resources, Inc., will provide needed employment to
rr.ernbers of the Churchrock community; and
9. Uranium Resources, Inc., is presently seeking required permits for
mining and an environmental impact statement; and
10. The Churchrock community deem the Uranium Resources, Inc., ·will
'.:-e of benefit to the communitv.
·
,
~OvV

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT:

1. The Churchrock Chapter hereby supports the Cranium Resources. Inc.,
in-situ mining of uranium in the Churchrock community.

,.

....

2. The Churchrock Chapter further recommends to the Navajo Nation·
and its appropriate offices, committees, and entities to support the Uranium
Resources, Inc., mining of uranium in the Churchrock community and to do any
and all things necessary and proper to carry out the desire of the Churchrock
Chapter including assistance with acquisition of the required permits and
completion of the environmental impact statement.
· CERTIFICATION
I hereby certify that the foregoing resolution was duly considered by the

--€httrchroek-€ha-pter-at a duly eall~ehroek;-Nav-ajo-Natien--(N~"iw-V---
Mexico), at which a quorum was present and that same was passed by a vote of-~~
in favor and e c opposed, this ,...._....., day of :S'"t:... \' :
1993.

·/.

-- ..
·

Presiding Chairperson
Churchrock Chapter
CONCCRRED:

{~~~/

Council Delegate ·

,. ..

Exhibit 2

DA.JLB-Ot-95
(January 31, 1995)

RESOLUTION OF THE
F.AS'?EBH 'NAVAJO AGENC'! JOnrt LAND BOARD

SUBJECT:

1he Ras~ern la•ajo Jgipt :Land Board sypport the
•llottees in their ef{Qrts with Hydro Besources. Inc,~
get.~i;g the Enyiro.Dpental I•pa~ Statement to construct
a»d operate ~he crgwvpoint Uranium Solution Mining
Prp1ect fiRAliie.

11BBRDS:

1.

•
•

ne District Land Boards were created

by '.actviso:ry Committee
Resolution So. ACS-lt~sg (September 23, 1959) and bave aia
established Plan of Operations (Advisory Committee

Resolution ACAU-103-B4J August 23, 1984). ~ha Land Boards
are authorized ta administer la.Ad and graz!.Ag aatters in the
Eastern •avajo Agency (~ribal Council Resolution CD-59-64);
au.d
~he Ka.stern •a•ajo Joint Land Board is a
represen~ative body of tbe •avajo •ation

2.

duly elected
with decisionllaking authority concerning tbe use mid maDagement of lands
a11d resource• on t.he Eastern Bavajor and·

3.

vas informed by the allattees of their position
and interest in getting the Pinal E.I.S. (Envirom1ent Impact:
Stat-Dt) ~bere.for:e, supports both tha allot:tees and Hydro
Resources, Inc., vith tbeir efforts; aA4
~be ~oard

~he

board ra•iovaa the clra.f'ted B.J:.S. an4 ~ouucl•c! ao
sufficient impact from the ain.ing project; ana

5.

~be

board recognize ~· allottees anc! cOlm!IQuity vill both
btlnefit. f.ram uraniwa income and emplopent.

llOW, TUBRBPORE, BE

1.

J:"r

ltBSOLVZD

'nD\T

~he Eas~•rn Bavajo AgenCJ 3oint Land Board support the
allottees &Ad Hfdro-Resources Inc. and requests tbe B.I.A.
continue it process in finalizing the ZD•iromaental Iapa~t
StateBM!nt. to construct and operate the Crownpolnt Uranium
&elution Mining Project.

CERTIFICATION
I llEllEB'I CZR~In TffM' THE l'OREGOD~ RBSOLU'!IO• was duly

considerwd an4 moved for adoption by Eugege Harrison, Distr1at 1t
Land Board, and aeconae4 by ,giarley·J. Beqay, District 1.§. Land
Board, and vas thoroughly di&auased and adopted by a vote af 18
i~ f avo:r aucl 0 opposed, at t:he :regularly cal.led meeting of the
· Ea$tarn •avajo Joi11t. Land Board at Crotmpoislt., Kev Mezic:o on this

.US day Of .tanua 1995.

%d. ~i.,

"neola
astern.

•

P~;~~EllllllLa.Dd Board

•awa~o ~ener

t

·i
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Exhibit 3
~·-

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
COUNTY OF McKINLEY
RESOLUTION NO.

FEB-95-009

ENDORSING THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT TO CONSTRUCT AND
OPERATE TIIE CROWNPOINT URANIUM SOLUTION MINING PROJECT·
WHEREAS, the McKinley County Board of Commissioners meeting in regular session
on February 2. 1995; and
WHEREAS, the economy is depressed in the general location of the proposed
mine; and
WHEREAS, the .Uranium Resosurces, Inc., d/b/a HRI, Inc., has been leasing
land for mining from private companies and individual allottees; and
WHEREAS, as part of the leasing and licensing process, the Federal Government
including the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Bureau of Land Management and
Bureau of Indian Affairs is conducting an Environmental Impact Statement;
and
WHEREAS, the HRI, Inc., mining activities in the Churchrock and Crownpoint
communities will· result in approximately 200 newly created jobs . at full
capacity; and
WHEREAS, the HRI, Inc., estimates initial capital expenditures of $13,000,000;
and
WHEREAS, the HRI, Inc., estimates severance taxes of $2,400,000 at full
capacity of 3,000,000 pounds per year production; and

•

WHEREAS, the local Chapter Governments of Crownpoint and Churchrock support
the proposed mine; and
WHEREAS, the Navajo Allottees desire to begin receiving royalties from the
production from their land,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the McKinley County Board of Commissioners
hereby supports HRI, I~c., in the Situ Mining Project; and
FURTHER, the Board recommends a thorough technical review of the draft o·f
the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) by the responsible Federal officials,
and if the proposed project is found to be safe to human health and the
environment, promptly issue all leases, permits, licenses and approvals so
that project can proceed and provide much needed economic benefit.

\

;

..
Ir:·
•

I,'

'

.,

,....··

PASSED, APPROVED AND ADOPTED THIS. 2nd DAY OF ·FEBRUARY, 1995 .
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
COUNTY OF McKINLEY

•

-.

ATTEST:

County Clerk

·c

_..

Exhibit 4
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CHRONOLOGY OF HRI MEETINGS AND PUBLIC PARTICIAPTION WITH
NAVAJO OFFICIALS AND LOCAL INDIVIDUALS
Date

05-15-88
06-08-88
06-14-88
06-27-88
07-25-88
07-25-88
08-24-88
01-24-89
04-10-89
05-10-89
06-17-89
06-20-89
04-23-90
04-30-90

•

12-05-90
06-12-91
07-26-91
' 11-1-91

11-8-91
11-20-91
12-17-91
1-23-92
1-28-92

Meeting Purpose, Place
Resource Committee visits So.
Texas plant at KVD.
Mtg. with representatives of
committees of NN to present ISL
mining, Crownpoint, New Mexico
Mtg. between URI and Chrm. Peter
McDonald
Tour of KVD, Kingsville, TX

Discussion of Unit 1 Lease
Agreement
Tour KVD, Kingsville TX
Churchrock Chpt. Mtg. present ISL
mining
Crownpoint Chpt. Mtg. present ISL
BIA personnel & ENA Supt. visit
South Texas for tour
Lease Amendment Crownpoint
Project letter
Presentation on Uranium,
Crownpoint Chapter
Discuss meeting with Leonard
Haskie, Crownpoint Chapter
Letter proposing to acquire Navajo
Churchrock property
Presentation to Navajo Nation
President, Window Rock, AZ
Meeting between URI and new Vice
President of Navajo Nation, Window
Rock, AZ
Meeting to discuss status of ISL at
Crownpoint Office
Recommend uranium lease on
allotment west of Crownpoint. BIA
agrees to proceed on ISL lease
Meeting with BIA to establish
parameters for adjustable royalty
and water usage, Window Rock, AZ
Meeting Navajo Vice President
Plubber to discuss water issues.
Eastern Agency BIA agrees to water
issues in lease.
BIA meeting to establish Allotted
lease details
Meet with 131A and Allottees.
Allottees vote to have BIA negotiate
directly with HRI on lease terms.
BIA forms EIS Team

Navajo Representative
B.H, B.J. Henry Haven

HRI Representative
Richard Clement of
HRI
B. Johnson and Dick
Clement

Peter McDonald,.Faye
Kinlicheenie
Raphael Martin, Ray
Brown, Ray Russell &
Joanne Jayne
Irvin Peshlakai

Billy Johnson, HRI,
Inc.
Billy Johnson and Dick
Clement

Ernest Becenti, & Ted
Silversmith
Churchrock, NM 30 people

Billy Johnson and Dick
Clement
B. Johnson, D.
Clement
B. Johnson, D.
Clement
E. 0. Trapp, HRI, Inc.

Crownpoint, NM 40 people
James Stevens, BIA
Director
Irvin Peshlakai

Richard Clement, HRI

E. 0. Trapp
HRI personnel

Crownpoint Chapter
Members·
Charles Long

Raymond Larson

Akhtar Zaman

R. Clement, Jr.

Leonard Haskie

Donald Dodge

R. Larson, M. Pelizza,
B. Johnson, D.
Clement
Billy Johnson

30 Local People

HRI Staff

Jerry DeGroat, BIA,
Allottees

HRI Staff

Ron Walker, Ed Winstead

Dick Clement

Marshall Plummer,
Charles long
Jerry DeGroat, Ron
Walker
Ronald Walker

Dick Clement, Mark
Pelizza
Dick Clement, Billy
Johnson
Dick Clement

Ronald Walker, BIA staff

50 or more Allottees

Dick Clement, Mark
Pelizza

Leonard Robbins, Dave

Dick Clement, Mark

1

....
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CHRONOLOGY OF HRI MEETINGS AND PUBLIC PARTICIAPTION WITH
NAVAJO OFFICIALS AND LOCAL INDIVIDUALS
2-13-92
6-6-92

7-1-92
'·'

7-7-92

4-28-93

•

10-19-92

11-03-92
03-10-93
6-14-93
07-18-93
08-17-93

•

9-8-93
11-18-93
04-10-94
11-29-94
01-31-95
02-09-95
02-13-95
03-07-95
04-21-95
04-22-95

Allottees agree to lease terms and
sign.
Meet with Chapter Officials, NRC,
BIA, Allottees to discuss timing on
EIS

Meet with Navajo Nation Deputy
Director of Resources to discuss
CUP.
Meet with Vice President of Navajo
Nation and President of Crownpoint
Chapter to discuss trip to So. Texas
ISL Operations, Albuquerque
Meet with Navajo Nation Attorney
General to present CUP issues
Presentation to Sadie Ho E. Begay
skie NN EPA Director received set
· of applications for Crownpoint and
Churchrock, Window Rock, AZ
Presentation to Crownpoint Chapter
on Uranium
Letter requesting visit to South
Texas
Traditional Navajo Blessing of the
CUP project conducted by Navajo
Medicine Man.
Resolution of support for HRI
Crownpoint Chapter Planning and
Development Council Meeting
Meet with NTUS to discuss water
issues
Meet with BIA to discuss
archeological plan
Resolution passed by Res.
Committee of the Navajo Nation
Counsel
Crownpoint Chapter Meeting to
update progress on the EIS
Eastern Navajo Land Board
Resolution passed
McKinley County passes resolution
for HRI
ENDAUM passed resolution
Meeting with Navajo Health Board,
IHS Crownpoint
Cibola County Commission passed
resolution, Grants
HRI presentation to Crownpoint 8th
Graders

Collins, Joe Wexler
Allottees

Pelizza
HRI Staff

Charles Long (NN),
George Ferris (BIA), Gary
Konwinski, Joel Grimm
(NRC), May Nez and
Allottees
Bryon Husken

HRI Staff

Marshall Plummer,
Charles Long

Dick Clement, Billy
Johnson

Herb Yazzie

Ray Larson, Dick
Clement, Mark
Pelizza, Al Hale
Mark Pelizza

Sadie Hoskie

Crownpoint Chapter
Members
R. Boyd, Navajo Nation
Ernest Becenti, Allottees

Crownpoint Chapter
Members
Development Council
Members
Mickey Dalton

Mary Lou Drywater,
Leonard Robbins
Resource Committee

John Perry, Charles Long,
Chapter Members
· Eastern Na.vajo
Crownpoint Land Board
McKinley County
Commissioners
EN DAUM
IHS Crownpoint
Cibola County
Commissioners
John Harvey, Students

2

Dick Clement

Billy Johnson
Raymond Larson
Ray Larson, Dick
Clement, Mark
Pelizza, Billy Johnson
Billy Johnson
HRI Staff
Mark Pelizza, Jim
Tarleton, Mark
Pelizza, Dick Clement
Dick Clement, Mark
Pelizza
Dick, Billy and Mark,
Albert Hale
Dick Clement, Mark
Pelizza, Billy Johnson
Billy Johnson
Billy Johnson
Billy Johnson
Billy Johnson, Mark
Pelizza
Salvador Chavez
Billy Johnson,
Salvador Chavez

CHRONOLOGY OF HRI :MEETINGS AND PUBLIC PARTICIAPTION WITH
NAVAJO OFFICIALS AND LOCAL INDIVIDUALS
7-28-95

01-02-96
01-06-96
04-10-96
04-18-96

04-20-96

05-18-96
05-24-96

•••

05-29-96

05-30-96
06-02-96
06-06-96
06-06-96
06-19-96

06-19-96

•

06-20-96
06-25-96
06-25-96
07-03-96

07-08-96
07-11-96
07-11-96
07-18-96
07-29-96
08-01-96

Two day Navajo blessing service for Allottees, Allottees family,
the Unit 1 properties, Crownpoint
Navajo Medicine Man.
Unit 1
Navajo Nuclear Science &
CIT, HRI staff
Technology Meeting, Crownpoint
Meeting with ENAA members at
Navajo Allottees
Crown point
ENAA Meeting-HR! staffENAA members
presentation
Presentation on HRI to Navajo
Nation Council Delegates, Holiday
Inn in Gallup, NM
Presentation to Navajo Nation
Health and Social Service
Health and Social Service-Window
Staff
Rock, AZ
Contact Genevieve Jackson reGenevieve Jackson
invitation to South Texas tour
Letter to Art Allison regarding trip to
Art Allison
South Texas
HRI presentation-BIA was present to BIA Staff, Allottees
answer Allottee questions-meeting,_
Crown point
Meeting with Vice Pres. of N.N. at
Thomas Atcitty
Holiday Inn in Gallup, NM
Mickey Dalton NTUA well #1 for
Mickey Dalton of NTUA
replacement of new well by HRI
Meeting with Res. Comm Chairman
Elmer Milford
Allotment #s 999, 1774, 1775
49 Allottees
meeting , Crownpoint
Mickey Dalton
Meet with Mickey Dalton, Executive
Director of NTUA in Window Rock,
AZ
Meet with Navajo Nation Res.
Window Rock, AZ
Comm .
Tried to meet with Mitchell, but he
Mitchell Capitan with
delayed trip to South Texas
EN DAUM
HRI gave presentation to EPA
Benny Cohoe
Director, Gallup, New MexicoDr. Begay and team from Los
CIT staff
Alamos presentation at CIT
Memo to Mitchell to set date for
M. Capitan of ENDAUM
meeting with HRI for insight on ISL
activities.
HRI gave presentation to ENLB
Crownpoint, NM
members in Crownpoint, NM
·Arthur P. Allison,
Economic Development will tour
South Texas operations-letter
Executive Director
Presentation at Youth Conference in
Shiprock
Attended ENLB meeting-gave short
Eastern Agency Land
report on HRI
Board
Meeting in Window Rock with Ben
Window Rock, AZ
Cohoe-NEPA
Letter to do survey for cultural
Ernest C. Becenti

...

-'

URI Management, HRI
staff
HRI staff
Dick, Ben, staff
HRI staff
Mark, Dick, and HRI
staff
Leonard, Sal, Ben and
Dick
Benjamin House
Ben House
Ben House

Ben House
Ben House
Ben House
Ben House, HRI staff
Leonard Arviso of HRI

L. Arviso
Leonard Arviso
Ben House and HRI
staff
HRI staff

R. Clement·

Ben House and HRI
staff
Ben House RI
Leonard Arviso
Leonard Arviso
Leonard Arviso
Ben House

CHRONOLOGY OF HRI l\1EETINGS AND PUBLIC PARTICIAPTION WITH
NAVAJO OFFICIALS AND LOCAL INDIVIDUALS

08-05-96
08-09-96
08-15-96
10-01-96
12-03-96.
12-05-96
12-06-96
12-13-96
12-18-96
12-19-96
12-19-96
12-27-96

Medicine Man
President Albert Hale

HRI staff
Ben House

Edward T. Begay
Honorable Vice President,
Thomas Atcitty
Eastern Navajo Allottees
Association
Charles Long
Navajo Nation
Transportation Committee
David John

Ben House
Leonard Arviso
Mark Pelizza
HRI
Ben House
Ben House

David John, Res.
Committee

Ben House

Chapter Members

R. Clement, Ben
House
Ben House

D. John
ENAA members
Thomas Atcitty, Vice
President, Navajo Nation

Richard Clement, Jr.,
President of HRI

01-30-97

Passed resolution on leases for insitu, Crownpoint
NRC completes drafting of CP/CR
EIS. Invite Atcitty to attend session
at HRI office Albuquerque-letter
Give presentation to EN Land Board

Mark Pelizza and Ben
House
HRI Staff

Crownpoint Land Board

02-06-97

Meeting with Navajo Nation VP

Thomas Atcitty

03-09-97

Resolution passed by Becenti
Chapter
Meeting with Navajo Transportation
and Community Dev. Comm.
Window Rock, AZ
Unit I Environmental Assessment
filed with BIA
Four Comers Tech. Conference
Invitation for HRI to do presentation
Meeting with VP Atcitty on FEIS
Presentation at Smithlake School
and Chapter House
Meeting with BIA Area Director,
Gallup, NM
Presentation on Uranium Forum in
NCC
Attend Youth Conf. in Shiprock, AZ -

Becenti Chapter Members

Mark Pelizza and Ben
House
Ben, Leonard, Janice
and Irma
Ben House

01-17-97
01-22-97
01-30-97

•

resources investigation Section 12 in
Crown point
Letter to Pres. Navajo Nation to form
a group to work with HRI sta.ff
Presentation at Youth.Conf. in
Shiprock N.M.
Presentation on proposed in-situ
mining operation, Churchrock
Letter requesUng task force
formation to work with HRI
Meeting held with Allottees on
permit application
Special presentation on uranium
Presentation at NN Transportation
Comm meeting in Window Rock, AZ
Contact Mr. John to invite him to
tour South Texas plant
Met with Mr. John to suggest dates
for Res. Comm. to tour S. Texas
Draft Environmental Impact
Statement Completed
Presentation on in-situ at Littlewater
Chapter House
Letter to Lawrence Morgan,
Transportation Committee to visit
Texas
Meeting regarding South Texas Tour

03-17-97

03-26-97
03-26-97
03-27-97
04-01-97
04-04-97
04-08-97
04-09-97

Ben House

College Students
Thomas Atcitty
Thomas Atcitty, Smithla~e
Officials

Mark Pelizza and HRI
Staff
Mark Pelizza and HRI
Staff
Dick and staff
Leonard Arviso
·Leonard Arviso

Shiprock, NM

Ben, Mark and Dan
Leonard Arviso

4

CHRONOLOGY OF HRI MEETINGS AND PUBLIC PARTICIAPTION WITH
NAVAJO OFFICIALS AND LOCAL INDIVIDUALS
04-16-97

4/17-19/97
04-19-97
04-28-97
04-28-97
04-30-97
04-30-97
04-30-97

I'.

05-01-97

,.

/•

05-07-97
05-07-97
05-14-97
05-15-97
05-16-97
05-22-97
05-30-97

•

05-30-97
05-30-97
06-05-97
06-07-97
06-13-97
06-23-97
07-01-97
07-07-97

URI gave presentation.
Mitchell Capitan on Crownpoint
Chapter Agenda-ENAA attended
meeting
Navajo Nation Res. comm. ISL
Technology Workshop Phoenix, AZ
Economic Development visit South
Texas tour - letter
Meeting with B. Cohoe, NNEPA
Director Gallup, NM
Invitation to tour South Texas - letter
HRI presentation to Judiciary
Committee Window Rock
ENLB meeting Crownpoint
Attend Eastern Navajo Land Board Report on HRI activities Window
Rock
Meeting with S. Begay, NN Tax Dir.
He requested HRI presentation
Attend Crownpoint Chapter meeting
HRI on agenda - present proposed
plans
Letter to Begay-accepted tour of
South Texas
Invitation to tour South Texas - letter
Invitation to tour South Texas - letter
Presentation at meeting on
Community Water at Smithlake
Chapter House
Visitors from NCC Shiprock and
UNM, Albuquerque and Santa Fe
Confirming letter date for meeting
with NTUA, HRI and NM Water
Resources
Brief meeting with Albert Deschine,
NN Resource Committee, Window
Rock, AZ
HRI wants to meet with Trans. and
Comm. Dev. - letter
Chapter meeting hosting ENDAUM
and HRI presented info about in-situ
mining
Meeting with Navajo Community
College and Santa Fe people
Three-day trip to KVD and Rosita
Projects with Res. Committee
Attend meeting with NTUA and
Navajo Water Resources in Fort
Defiance, AZ
HRI wants to meet with Social
Services Committee - letter
, Inter-governmental Relations
Comm. ONNN held meeting at HRI
office in Crownpoint

Crownpoint Chapter
Meeting

Billy Johnson

Resource Committee

HRI staff

Roger J. Boyd
B. Cohoe

Leonard Arviso

David L. John
Kenneth L. Begay

Window Rock

Ben House
Leonard Arviso

Crown point

Leonard Arviso

Chapter Members

Leonard Arviso

Kenneth L. Begay
Benny Cohoe
Kelsey Begay
Smithlake Chapter
Members
Teachers, Students
Malcolm Dalton

Ben House and
Leonard Arviso
HRI staff and Frank
Lichnovsky
Leonard Arviso

Ben House

Eleanor Shirley
Crownpoint Chapter
House

Leonard Arviso

HRI office in Crownpoint

BJ, FL, BH, and LA

Full Resource Committee

RFC, BJ, LA, and BH

NTUA Staff

Mark Pelizza, Leonard
Arviso

Lori Thompson
Navajo Nation officials

5

D. Clement and HRI
staff

CHRONOLOGY OF HRI MEETINGS AND PUBLIC PARTICIAPTION WITH
NAVAJO OFFICIALS AND LOCAL INDIVIDUALS
07-08-97
07-17-97

07-18-97
07-28-97
08-05-97
08-05-97

:··
•,

08-12-97
08-18-97

08-19-97
09-02-97
09-05-97
09-10-97
09-15-97
09-18-97
'10-08-97
I'

I'•

I,
i

10-16-97
10-30-97
11-04-97
11-06-97
11-14-97
11-21-97

HRI presentation given to Health &
Social Services Committee Window ·
Rock, AZ
HRI presentation on
Churchrock/Crownpoint project to
Judiciary Committee Window Rock,
AZ
Presentation to Churchrock Chapter Churchrock Members
meeting with ENDAUM
Attend NN Council Session. Made
presentation on HRI in-situ mining
Window Rock, AZ
Presentation to 5 students from
Colorado School of Mines HRI office ··
in Crownpoint, NM
Presentation to NN Transportation
and Community Devel. Comm.
Window Rock, AZ
Meeting with Elmer Milford Window
Rock, AZ
Meeting with C. Long Crownpoint
C. Long
President to form task force to plan . .
for HRI
WindowRock,Anzona
Meeting with Councilman
Churchrock Chapter
Meeting NN Intergovernmental
Relations Committee at HRI
Crownpoint office
Albuquerque meeting with ENJLB &
Vice President Atcitty Albuquerque,
NM
Churchrock Chapter meeting
presentation on HRI
Churchrock Chapter meeting and TV
interview
Two-day tour of URI ISL mining
mines with Churchrock Chapter
officials
DINE' College at Crownpoint
sponsored Uranium Forum attend
Planning Session
Include HRI on NNCS Agenda-letter,
Window Rock, AZ
Presentation on HRI Crownpoint
Churchrock to city council of Gallup,
New Mexico
ABQ attend meeting with VP Atcitty
and NM State ED Secretary,
Albuquerque, NM
Eastern Navajo Land Board meeting
in Grants, NM HRI gave
presentation on water hydraulics
Provided Career Exhibit at UNM to

·M. Pelizza, L. Arviso
and F. Lichnovsky
C. Bartels, B. House,
F. Lichnovsky and L.
Arviso

L. Arviso
RC, BJ, LA, J. Perry
and Allottees
CSB, FL, LA, BJ, SC
and B. House
CSB, FL, and HRI
staff

· L. Arviso
L. Arviso

Vice President Atcitty
E.Begay

L. Arviso
L. Arviso

Kelsey Begay and full
committee

HRI staff

L. Arviso
Churchrock Members
Crownpoint and
Church rock
Corpus Christi, TX

Students, Staff of College

M. Pelizza and HRI
staff
L. Arviso & HRI staff
B. House, L Arviso,
and M. Pelizza
B. Johnson, C. Bartels,
F. Lichnovsky, L.
Arviso and Ben House

David L. John
Craig Bartels and Ben
House
Dick Clement, Leonard
Arviso
CSB, BH, LA and Billy
Johnson
CSB, Ben House and

6
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CHRONOLOGY OF HRI MEETINGS AND PUBLIC P ARTICIAPTION WITH
NAVAJO OFFICIALS AND LOCAL INDIVIDUALS

.J

11-21-97
11-24-97

12-04-97

12-10-97
12-14-97

12-22-97

•

01-05-98
01-16-98
02-06-98

02-09-98

02-11-98

•

02-13-98

02-13-98

03-09-98

03-12-98

03-17-98

03-18-98

NM
Attend Crownpoint Chapter·Meeting
for Presention
Meeting with Albert Dechanie with
Resource Committee to discuss EIS
in Window Rock, AZ.
DINE' College of Crownpoint. HRI
gave presentation on leach mine for
educational and Information
Crownpoint, NM
Christmas Dinner at Crownpoint
Catholic Church. Crownpoint, NM
Three day tour Kingsville Dome
Project and Rosita Project. Hosted
DINE' College students and staff,
Corpus Christi, TX
Attend meeting held by NN Res.
Comm. in Albuquerque.
Presentation to General Manager
and Assistant Secretary of NTUA ,
Fort Defiance
Presentation to NTUA Board,
Phoenix, Arizona
Contacted Larry King for meeting.
Meeting set for 2-9-1998, Gallup,
New Mexico

Chapter Members

Leonard Arviso
Ben House of HRI

Mark Pelizza, Craig
Bartels and HRI staff

200 plus Allottees

Richard Clement, HRI
staff and Allottees
Mark Pelizza, Ben,
Leonard, Billy and
Craig Bartels
BH, CSB, LA, BJ, Dick
Clement
Ben House and
Leonard Arviso
Leonard Arviso
Ben House and Billy
Johnson
Ben House, Dick
Clement and Billy
Johnson
D. Clement, Ben
House, Jon lndall, and
B.Johnson

Larry King did not show up for
meeting, Gallup, New Mexico
Mtg. Allottees Association passed
two Resolutions, Crownpoint, New
Mexico
Presentation at Crownpoint Chapter
BIA Minerals meeting, Crownpoint,
New Mexico
Mtg. Legislative Advisor to
Resources Committee. Wanted an
update of HRI Progress at
Committee meeting in Phoenix, AZ.,
Window Rock, Arizona
Meeting with New Chief of Staff,
Window Rock, Arizona
Meeting with New Vice President
and Chief of Staff. Vice President to
interface with HRI, Window Rock,
Arizona
Meeting with Larry King, Rita Jean
Gray, and Dorothy King Smith.
Discuss ISL mining, Gallup, New
Mexico
Mtg. with Dine College
representative at Tsaile, AZ. on up
coming uranium mining symposium,
Tasile, Arizona

Billy Johnson

Ben House

Leonard Arviso

Leonard Arviso

Mark Pelizza and Ben
House

·Ben House
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,_j'-V

03-19-98

03-23-98

04-02-98

04-02-98

04-03-98

04-03-98

04-08-98

04-17-98
04-22-98
04-25-98

04-28-98

,.
04-29-98

05-02-98
05-20-98
05-21-98

05-22-98

05-22-98

06-05-98

I

I·
!

Delivered information package to
Larry King's Office, Gallup, New
Mexico
Delivered information package to
Vice President Bluehouse, Window
Rock, Arizona
Meeting with New Navajo EPA
Director to discuss HRI and in-situ
mining, Window Rock, Arizona
Meeting with Navajo Vice President,
Chief of Staff, and Press Officer.
Discuss HRI and insitu mining,
Window Rock, Arizona
Delivered information package and
met with Navajo EPA Director,
Window Rock, Arizona
Met with Larry King to discuss
material left for him, Gallup, New
Mexico
Presentation at the Uranium Mining
Education Symposium at Dine
College in Tasile, AZ, Tasile,
Arizona
Met with Navajo EPA Director and
set up meeting with HRI for 5-81998,WindowRock,Arizona
Meeting with Vice President
Bluehouse, Window Rock, Arizona
Attended Uranium Workers
Symposium, Fort Wingate, New
·Mexico
Attended Chapter meeting at Baca,
Mariano Lake, Smith Lake, and
Church Rock.
Meeting with Churchrock Chapter
President updating HRI progress,
Churchrock, New Mexico
Meeting with Crownpoint
Councilman update on HRI, Window
Rock, Arizona
Mtg. Chief of staff and HRI
President, Window Rock, Arizona
Mtg. BIA and Chairman of Eastern
Navajo Land Board, Crownpoint,
New Mexico
Mtg. Speaker of Navajo Nation,
President of the Allottee Association
and HRI, Window Rock, Arizona
Mtg. President Atcitty, Eastern Land
Board and Allottee Association,
Crownpoint, New Mexico
Presentation at Crownpoint Chapter
meeting

Ben House and Billy
Johnson
Leonard Arviso

Leonard Arviso
B. House, L. Arviso,
Billy Johnson, and
Bilford Johnson
Leonard Arviso

Ben House
Craig Bartels,
Salvador Chavez, and
Ben House
Leonard Arviso
Leonard Arviso
Ben House and
Salvador Chavez
Chapter Members

Leonard Arviso

Ben House
Leonard Arviso and
Dick Clement
Leonard Arviso and
Dick Clement
Leonard Arviso

Ben House

Leonard Arviso
Crownpoint Chapter
Members

'
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Leonard Arviso
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CHRONOLOGY OF HRI MEETINGS AND PUBLIC PARTICIAPTION WITH
NAVAJO OFFICIALS AND LOCAL INDIVIDUALS
06-08-98

06-10-98

06-11-98

06-15-98

Mtg. Vice President Bluehouse and
Allottee Association President,
VVindowRock,Anzona
Attend Pablo Pintada Chapter
meeting on Land issues, Palblo
Pintada, New Mexico
Mtg. Crownpoint Institute of
Technology, Navajo Housing
Authorny and Eastern Land Board,
Crownpoint, New Mexico
Meeting with President Atcitty and
Chief of Staff, VVindow Rock,
Anzona

Ben House

Leonard Arviso

Leonard Arviso

Leonard Arviso

06-23-98

Mtg. President's Administrative
Assistance concerning HRI and insitu mining, , VVindow Rock, Anzona

Ben House

07-03-98

Contacted Speaker of Navajo
Council setting up meeting with HRI,
VVindowRock,Arizona

Ben House and Bilford
Johnson

07-07-98

07-14-98

Presentation at Summer Youth
Employment Program at Smith Lake
Chapter, Smith Lake, New Mexico
Work with Smith Lake Chapter and
Summer Youth Employment
Training Program, Smith Lake, New
Mexico

Ben House

Ben House

07-17-98

Meeting with Speaker of Navajo
Council, VVindow Rock, Anzona

Dick Clement, Bilford
Johnson, and Ben
House

07-21-98

Attend Dinner for Community
Education sponsored by Dr. Fred
Begay, Grants, New Mexico

Dick Clement

07-22-98

08-07-98

08-11-98
08-13-98
08-16-98
08-17-98
08-18-98

Presentation at Education Workshop
on Radioactivity at Crownpoint
Institute Technology, Crownpoint,
New Mexico
HRI attended and made
presentation and tour of HRI
properties to Expert Advisory
Steenng Committee, Gallup, New
Mexico
Presentation to Littlewater Chapter,
. Chapter Members
Littlewater, New Mexico
Presentation to Pinedale Chapter,
Chapter Members
Littlewater, New Mexico
Presentation to Manano Lake
Chapter Members
Chapter, Littlewater, New Mexico
Presentation to Standing Rock
Chapter, Standing Rock, New
Chapter Members
Mexico
Presentation to Dalton .Pass
Chapter Members
Chapter, Dalton Pass, New Mexico
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C. Bartels, F.
Lichnovsky, B. House,
S. Chavez and B.
Johnson
M. Pelizza, F.
Lichnovsky, S.
Chavez, B. Johnson,
and B. House
Ben House and Bilford
Johnson
Ben House and Bilford
Johnson
Ben House and Bilford
Johnson
Ben House and Bilford
Johnson
Ben House and Bilford
Johnson

.

CHRONOLOGY OF HRI l\'.IEETINGS AND PUBLIC PARTICIAPTION WITH
NAVAJO OFFICIALS AND LOCAL INDIVIDUALS
08-20-98
08-24-98
08-26-98
08-28-98
09-01-98

09-04-98

Presentation to Allottee Association
to update progress made to date,
Crownpoint, New Mexico
Presentation to Becenti Chapter,
Becenti, New Mexico
Meeting with President Bluehouse
discuss HRI and tribal relations,
VVindowRock,Arizona
Meeting with President of
Churchrock Chapter, Gallup, New
Mexico
Presentation on open line talk show
of the Gallup radio station, Gallup,
New Mexico
Meeting with Coordinator, Smith .
Lake Chapter requesting chance to
make presentation, Smith Lake,
New Mexico

Chapter Members

Dick Clement, Ben
House, Bilford
Johnson
Ben House and Bilford
Johnson
Dick Clement, Ben
House, Bilford
Johnson
Ben House

Ben House

Ben House
D. Clement, M.
Pelizza, A. Thompson,
B.Johnson,S.
Chavez, B. House

09-15-98

Public Hearing on HRI License
before Administrative Judge Bloch,
Crownpoint, New Mexico

10-01-98

Mtg. Allottee President and Univ. ·Of
New Mexico student concerning
anthropological research of uranium
mine issue, Gallup, New Mexico

Ben House, Bilford
Johnson

10-13-98

Meeting with new Staff Assistant to
President discuss HRI and in-situ
mining, VVindow Rock, Arizona

Ben House

11-19-98

Presentation to students from
Monument Valley High School and
Staff, Crownpoint, New Mexico

Mark Pelizza,
Salvador Chavez and
Ben House

11-19-98

Presentation to Sisters at St. Paul
Catholic Church, Crownpoint, New
Mexico

Mark Pelizza,
Salvador Chavez and
Ben House

;

11-25-98

02-21-99
02-28-99
03-14-99

Mtg. President Bluehouse, Vice
President, Executive Staff Assistant,
Department of Justice, Chairman of
Eastern Navajo Land Board, and
four Allottees, VVindow Rock,
Arizona
Attend Chapter meeting discuss
Uranium Mining and RECA,
Crownpoint, New Mexico
Attend RECA Navajo Nation
Working Group meeting, Pinedale,
New Mexico
Presentation at Mariano Lake
Chapter meeting, Mariano, New
Mexico

Ben House

Ben House

Ben House

Chapter Members
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Ben House
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